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TOP STORY INVESTMENT 
1. The European Union and the BRIC countries 
Eurostat 
June 1, 2012 
 
A range of statistics to compare the EU with Brazil, Russia, India and China 
The EU has strategic partnerships with all the BRIC countries: Brazil, Russia, India 
and China. Even though the BRIC countries have certain aspects in common, such as 
large populations, large land coverage and rapid economic growth, there are equally 
large economic and social differences between them. In order to compare the four 
BRIC countries and the EU, Eurostat, the statistical office of the European Union, 
releases a publication "The European Union and the BRIC countries"1. This 
publication contains data on demography, economy, health, education, labour 
market, trade in goods, agriculture, energy and environment, transport and 
communication as well as science and technology. 
 
This release presents a selection of the statistics from the publication. 
The population of the BRIC countries nearly six times higher than the EU27... 



China (1 354 million inhabitants in 2010 or 20% of the world population) and India 
(1 210 mn or 18%) are the two most populous countries in the world. Brazil with 
191 million inhabitants and Russia with 142 million accounted for 3% and 2% 
respectively of the world population. The EU27, with 501 million inhabitants, 
accounted for 7% of the total world population. 
 
Within the BRIC countries, the population density varied in 2010 from 8 persons per 
km2 in Russia and 22 in Brazil to 382 persons per km2 in India and 141 in China, 
compared with 116 persons per km2 in the EU27. 
 
In general, the BRIC countries have a younger population than the EU. In 2010 those 
aged less than 15 made up 31% of the population in India, 24% in Brazil, 19% in 
China and 15% in Russia. In the EU27, 16% of the population were aged less than 
15. The EU27 had a significantly higher share of the population aged over 60 than all 
the BRIC countries. 
 
Among the BRIC countries, China had the highest life expectancy at birth in 2009 
(72 for men and 76 for women), followed by Brazil (70 for men and 77 for women), 
Russia (63 for men and 75 for women) and India (63 for men and 66 for women). 
The average life expectancy in the EU27 was 77 years for men and 83 for women. 
 
...but EU27 GDP nearly 50% higher than the BRIC countries 
Among the BRIC countries, China had the highest GDP (4 300 billion euro in 2010, 
9% of world GDP), followed by Brazil (1 600 bn, 3%), India (1 300 bn, 3%) and 
Russia (1 100 bn, 2%). The EU27 had a GDP of 12 300 bn euro in 2010, 26% of 
world GDP. When comparing the GDP per capita in the BRIC countries with the EU27, 
Russia (61% of the EU27 average) had the highest ratio, followed by Brazil (33%), 
China (22%) and India (10%). 
 
On a global level, in 2010, the EU27 was the largest player in world trade, 
accounting for 17% of world trade, followed by the USA (14%) and China (12%), 
compared with 3% for Russia and 2% each for India and Brazil. All four of the BRIC 
countries were among the ten largest trading partners of the EU27 in 2010, with 
China in second place, Russia third, India eighth and Brazil tenth. 
 
2. IAE says Russia to lose gas leadership to USA 
Intellinews 
30 May 2012 
 
According to the report by International Energy Agency (IEA) "Golden Rules of the 
golden age of gas", Russia could lose the leadership in natural gas extraction to USA 
due to growing volumes of shale gas extraction. By 2035, USA is seen producing 
821bn m3 of gas, followed by Russia (784bn m3), and China. The share in gas 
output of Russian and Middle East countries is seen declining from 45% in 2010 to 
35% in 2035.  
 
At the same time demand for gas is seen increasing, its share in consumption of 
energy sources expected to go up from 21% to 25% by 2035, surpassing the 
consumption of coal and lacking behind oil with 27%. IEA sees gas prices in Europe 
declining, especially for traditionally extracted gas that is tied to the prices of oil 
(such are the contracts of Russia's Gazprom with European consumers).  
 



To remind, Russia's domestic natural gas output went up by 3.1% y/y to 670.5bn 
m3 in 2011, the Industry and Energy Ministry reported. Out of total gas output in 
2011 Gazprom’s output inched up by 0.2% y/y to 509.7bn m3, second-largest gas 
producer’s Novatek output had its output soar by 41% y/y to 53.3bn m3, while oil 
companies saw natural gas output increase by 9.5% to 63.7bn m3. In 2011 gas 
exports from Russia to non-CIS countries increased by 9% y/y to 116.8bn m3 and 
by 3.4% y/y to 65.7bn m3 to CIS counties. Domestic gas consumption last year 
increased by 2.6% y/y to 514.3bn. Natural gas output went up by .5% to 650.3bn 
m3 in 2010 and decreased by 12.5% y/y to 582.4bn m3 in 2009.? 
 
3. Mongolian 2012 election outlook - undecided voters would be decisive 
 Frontier Securities, Dale Choi, Chief Investment Strategist 
 31 May 2012 
  
 Reviewing poll results one can see that major two political parties have roughly 
same kind of support of 17% . It would be “undecided” voters (28.7% ) and “no 
answer” voters ( 12.4%) and “depends on the candidate” voters (7.0%) together 
accounting for a whopping 48.1% of votes that would be decisive for the election. 
  
 A party that would deliver most convincing impression on those voters on solutions 
for the interlinked major priorities for voters, namely, unemployment, standard of 
living/poverty/income and price increase/inflation would get most gain during the 
elections. 
  
 The ruling party MPP has a benefit of certain track record of success such as high 
economic growth and so on. On top of it, we view that voters have common sense as 
indicated by high support for Coalition Government and value most of all political and 
state stability and continuity which works to the advantage of the ruling party and 
oppose radical political changes. At the same time, although it appears that voters 
are indeed better off than they were four years ago, inflation does eat away 
substantial chunk of this benefit and voters are growingly dissatisfied with their 
standards of living and feeling left out from the economic boom which indeed 
disproportionally benefits more rich than poor. This benefits the most the Democratic 
Party, as evidenced by the party being more popular in more liberal and educated 
Ulaanbaatar compared to traditionally conservative countryside. This was the case 
indeed in last Presidential elections resulting in Democratic President. 
  
 Upcoming elections would be extremely competitive as all parties would focus on 
those groups of voters. Notable is support by certain section of voters of 
independents and MPRP /MNDP union. Those represent segments of society 
dissatisfied with major two political parties. 
  
 Sumati Luvsandendev, director of Sant Maral Foundation, the premier Mongolian 
polling institution in the country which has developed a reputation as one of the most 
reliable and politically unbiased polling organizations, and has made accurate 
predictions on the outcome of Parliamentary and Presidential Elections through 
1996-2009 commented to Frontier Securities: 
  
 “The main point is that there are still too many undecided. Enkhbayar story did not 
change this situation. Also there is one important point that may have been 
overlooked. There is 5% threshold on proportional part. It makes problematic to get 
through it for all but three parties, CWGP is in a bad shape by our poll. In a worst 
situation they may stay out of big politics. MPRP looks OK but it is hard to measure 



the impact of Enkhbayar controversy. Overall, the population is very much targeting 
to renew our decision makers pool but existing legislation is not in favor of it.” 
  

 
  
4. Poland invites China to help with shale gas push  
bne  
May 31, 2o12 
 
  Poland has invited Chinese cooperation on its shale gas drive, reports local media, 
as Warsaw pushes itself forward as the Asian giant's premier partner in CEE. 
 
Poland's Deputy Prime Minister Waldemar Pawlak met with China's Minister of 
Industry and Information Technology, Miao Wei, in Beijing on May 30, to discuss 
potential cooperation in the gas and energy sectors, reports Puls Biznesu. 
 
"We are interested in cooperating with China on the exploitation of shale gas 
deposits. Our research and development institutes could exchange knowledge and 
experience in this field," Pawlak told reporters.  
 
Warsaw would also welcome Chinese investment in renewable energy, the 
newspaper said. "China has recently been developing its renewable energy sector 
intensively, as evidenced by its position as a world leader in solar cell production, 
and its position as one of the world's biggest manufacturers of wind turbines," Miao 
pointed out.  
  The news comes two days after it was reported that Bank of China plans to launch 
operations in Warsaw in early June. The bank will be used as a base for helping 
Chinese entities invest in Poland, with the priorities being infrastructure, energy and 
new technology.   Those are the same sectors that Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao 
identified as the targets when announcing a $10bn credit fund dedicated to CEE as 
he visited Warsaw in late April. The Bank of China added that it may also offer 
support to Chinese companies interested in the privatization of Polish 
companies.  "Europe is in a financial crisis, and the Polish economy still thrives and 
has been less affected by the crisis than other European countries," Wenbo Hou, 
general manager of Bank of China in Poland, told Pap.  "We have analyzed the Polish 
market for two years, we decided that the Polish economy has great potential and 
we want to do business here. There are also more Chinese companies that are in 
Poland or have plans to enter this market," he added.  Poland's push to develop its 



shale gas reserves kicked off a couple of years ago when it issued hundreds of 
exploration licences, many to US majors in a bid to harness their experience in 
extracting the gas. However, after initial reports suggested recoverable reserves may 
not be as large as estimated, Warsaw began pushing state-controlled companies to 
lead the charge, and some foreign investors have complained that they are being 
discriminated against in new tenders. The introduction of Chinese investors would 
make relations even more complex. 
 
5. Ukraine’s real wage picks up to 15.5% year-on-year 
Art Capital 
1 June 2012 
 
Ukraine’s real wage rose 0.5% in April 2012 from the month before and 15.5% from 
April 2011. The average wage of full-time workers rose 16.2% to UAH 2942. 
Oleg Ivanets: real wages rose due chiefly to state-controlled segments – education 
and health care. Low inflation also contributed to real wage growth. Deflation makes 
planned nominal growth result in faster-than-planned real growth. Despite current 
growth, we expect real wages to grow a mere 5% due to a sizable slowdown in 
growth and acceleration of inflation in the second half-year. 
 
6. Russia’s FDI inflow declined 0.7% y/y in 1Q12 to $3.9bn  
Alfa Bank 
29 May 2012 
 
According to Rosstat, FDI inflows to Russia in 1Q12 declined by 0.7% y/y and totaled 
only $3.9bn. While FDI was never a crucial factor for Russia, stagnating at around 1-
2% of GDP, the deceleration despite continuing economic growth is NEGATIVE news. 
 
Despite the fact that Russian GDP is already back to its 2008 level, FDI inflows have 
failed to return to their pre-crisis levels. While before the crisis the country was 
receiving up to $27bn a year, in 2010-2011 FDI inflows were only $14-18bn. Even 
though FDI always accounted for around 1-2% of GDP, the substantial deceleration 
of inflows after the crisis is a sign of a poor investment climate. The decline of FDI 
inflows in 1Q12 is also negative as the global environment was rather favorable and 
consumption and investment growth in Russia were strong, but this failed to have a 
positive influence on FDI trends. 
 
Natalia Orlova  
 
7. Ukraine still lacks competitive edge 
 Art Capital 
 1 June 2012 
   
 Ukraine went up a notch to the 56th spot in the Swiss business school’s IMD World 
Competitiveness Yearbook, a 59-country competitiveness rating, getting ahead of 
Croatia, Greece and Venezuela. The advance along the rating owes to the changes in 
how Ukraine fared in terms of financial, macroeconomic and sometimes regulatory 
competitiveness figures. The most noticeable improvements include trimming the 
budget deficit and speeding up GDP growth. On the other hand, the rating points to 
rising investment risks and political instability risks, the country’s deteriorating 
image abroad, rising capital cost and the worsening state of intellectual property 
rights protection. 



   
 Oleg Ivanets: Ukraine advanced in the rating because Greece moved down a spot 
and not because Ukraine’s condition improved. A rough business climate, complex 
taxation, heavy dependence on energy resources and low investment in industrial 
infrastructure combine to dampen the Ukrainian economy’s competitiveness. The 
share of companies compliant with international quality standards is still small. Given 
the current lay of the land and the tendencies observed, we expect Ukraine to only 
worsen its competitiveness in the coming year, as none of the necessary changes are 
being implemented. 
  
  
8. Wealthy Moscow suffers from unequal income distribution 
Bank of Finland 
1 June 2012 
 
The average monthly wage of a Moscow resident is 42,000 rubles (€1,040), or nearly 
double that of the aver- age monthly wage nationally, about 24,000 rubles (€580). 
Income distribution in the capital region is more uneven, however, than elsewhere in 
Russia, and a greater proportion of the population lives in poverty than the national 
average. Income differences in Moscow are also greater than in other major 
European cities. 
 
According to a published draft of the City of Moscow development strategy for 2025, 
the huge income disparities among Moscow residents threaten the city’s 
development and could create social tensions. As a group, families with small 
children are the worst off; 20 % of Muscovite kids live in families classified below the 
poverty line. 
 
The purchasing power of the wealthy population puts upward pressure e.g. on 
housing prices. Only about 30 % of Muscovites can afford to buy a house or flat of 
their own. 
 

NEWS INVESTMENT 
9. Fixed capital investments fall 1.4% in April  
bne  
May 28, 2012    
 
Russia's fixed capital investments excluding seasonal factors fell 1.4% in April on the 
month, the Economic Development Ministry reported.  A growth in investment 
activity, which resumed in February after a slowdown in January, and continued in 
March, switched to a downward trend in April, the ministry said.  According to the 
Federal Statistics Service's data, fixed capital investments grew 1.5% on the month 
in April, the lowest growth rate since April 2007. Excluding seasonal factors, 
investments fell 1.4%.  Fixed capital growth slowed to 7.8% on the year in April from 
17% in March.   
10. Foreign investments in Russia down 17.6% to $36.5bn in Q1  
bne  
May 25, 2012    
 
The inflow of foreign investments into Russia fell 17.6% on the year to $36.5 billion 
in January-March, the country's statistics service reported.  Direct foreign investment 



slipped 0.7% in the reporting period to $3.863bn in this period.  The volume of 
repaid foreign investments declined 12.3% to $35.9bn.  
11. Sochi is the best city in Russia for doing business - Forbes 
 bne  
31 May, 2012 
  
 Sochi is the best city in Russia for doing business, according to new Forbes' 
rankings.  
 Sochi, which will host the Winter Olympics in 2014, topped magazine's list of the 30 
best cities for business, largely thanks to the proliferation of credit and other 
financial resources available to investors.  
 Taking second place was Ufa, while the Ural industrial city of Chelyabinsk came 
in third. Others in the top 10 included Tyumen, Nizhny Novgorod and Dagestani 
capital Makhachkala.  
12. Strong recovery of trade in goods between EU27 and Russia in 2011  
Eurostat 
June 1, 2012 
 
Following a sharp fall in 2009, EU27 trade in goods with Russia grew strongly in 2010 
and 2011 to reach record levels. EU27 exports to Russia fell from 105 billion euro in 
2008 to 66 bn in 2009, then rose to 86 bn in 2010 and 108 bn in 2011. Imports 
decreased from 178 bn in 2008 to 118 bn in 2009, then increased to 160 bn in 2010 
and 199 bn in 2011. As a result, the EU27 trade deficit with Russia rose from 52 bn 
in 2009 to 74 bn in 2010 and 91 bn in 2011. This increased deficit was due to EU27 
imports of energy from Russia, which grew from 120 bn in 2010 to 158 bn in 2011, 
partially offset by EU27 exports of manufactured goods to Russia, which rose from 
74 bn to 95 bn. In 2011, Russia was the EU27's third most important trading partner 
after the USA and China, accounting for 7% of EU27 exports and 12% of EU27 
imports.  
 
On the occasion of the 29th European Union - Russia summit, which will take place 
on 3 and 4 June in St Petersburg in Russia, Eurostat, the statistical office of the 
European Union, issues the latest data on trade and investments between Russia and 
the EU.  
 
Germany, Italy and France accounted for half of EU27 exports to Russia Among the 
EU27 Member States, Germany (34.3 bn euro or 32% of EU exports) was by far the 
largest exporter to Russia in 2011, followed by Italy (9.3 bn or 9%) and France (7.5 
bn or 7%). Germany (38.0 bn or 19% of EU imports) was also the largest importer, 
followed by the Netherlands1 (25.8 bn or 13%), Poland (18.1 bn or 9%), Italy (18.0 
bn or 9%) and France (13.2 bn or 7%).  
 
Most Member States recorded deficits in trade with Russia in 2011, the largest being 
observed in the Netherlands1 (-18.7 bn euro), Poland (-12.0 bn), Italy (-8.7 bn), 
France and Spain (both -5.8 bn) and Finland (-5.7 bn). The highest surpluses were 
recorded in Latvia (0.7 bn) and Slovenia (0.6 bn).  
 
Just over 85% of EU27 exports to Russia in 2011 were manufactured goods, while 
energy accounted for more than three quarters of imports.  
 

OTHER NEWS INVESTMENT 



13. Moscow Region governor orders to set up 3 bodies to boost economic 
growth  
bne  
May 29, 2012    
 
Moscow Region Governor Sergei Shoigu has ordered for the creation of three 
government bodies to achieve an economic growth that would outperform the 
country's average by 30%-40%, RIA Novosti reported.  The suggested institutions 
include an investment council, a financial and business regional center, and a 
development corporation.  
14. Russian Standard opens Buinsky plant after RUB507m renovation  
bne   
May 28, 2012   
 
Russian Standard group launched a distillery in the city of Buinsk, the constituent 
republic of Tatarstan, Prime reported.  Modernization of Buinsky distillery was 
conducted using the world's alcohol production practices of Switzerland, Italy, 
Finland, and Russia.   Total costs of acquisition and modernization totaled 
RUB1.03bn, with RUB507m spent on modernization, Russian Standard Vodka CEO 
Ilya Blinov said, cited by Prime.  
15. Greater public funding, paralleled by increasing profile of private 
healthcare, to spur medical imaging market in CEE and Russia  
Press release 
May 29, 2012 
 
Rising disease incidence and growing awareness about health issues will boost 
demand for medical imaging services across Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). 
However, the installed base of imaging devices in the region is insufficient, especially 
in the high-end segment, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed 
tomography (CT) and positron emission tomography (PET). At the same time, a large 
proportion of lower-end imaging modalities is obsolete and requires replacement. 
The availability of EU funds and governmental financial support, as well as the 
increasing importance of private healthcare, are set to help overcome this challenge.  
 
New analysis from Frost & Sullivan, Medical Imaging Market Outlook for CEE and 
Russia, finds that the market earned revenues $1.42 billion in 2010 and estimates 
this to reach $2.34 billion in 2015. The research covers general X-ray, magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), ultrasound, molecular 
imaging, mammography and picture archiving and communication system (PACS) 
segments across Russia, Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, Bulgaria and 
Romania.  
 
"The availability of EU funds for member states in the CEE, paralleled by 
governmental programmes in Russia, will be an important source of financing for 
new equipment purchases and will contribute significantly to the development of the 
medical imaging market in CEE," explains Frost & Sullivan Industry Analyst Dominika 
Grzywinska. "Even though budgets are planned until mid-term in cases of both 
Russia and CEE countries, their extension is highly likely in the long-term as well." In 
Russia, the 2020 Healthcare Development Programme and National Project 'Health' 
focus not only on bringing advanced technologies to the country and equipping 
healthcare facilities with expensive, high-end devices, but also on purchasing mid-



range and low-end devices that are highly needed in regional hospitals. The total 
budgets for 2010-2012 allocated in these programmes are approximately $16 billion.  
 
At the same time, accession to the EU has given countries like the Czech Republic, 
Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria and Romania, access to funding sources planned in the EU 
budget for 2007-2013. As a result, both private and public facilities can apply for EU 
funding support which can subsidise the purchase of new medical equipment.  
 
Affordability of medical imaging equipment in CEE countries and Russia is limited, 
which poses a challenge, particularly to private end-users. Private end-users have 
established their presence in less costly imaging segments, such as X-ray or 
ultrasound, and are expanding their presence into more costly, imaging diagnostics. 
Nevertheless, public healthcare facilities are the main purchasers of medical imaging 
equipment, especially in more expensive segments, such as PET, MRI or CT.  
 
"Furthermore, private facilities are frequently interested in refurbished equipment 
since they are more concerned about ROI than public facilities," adds Grzywinska. 
"Refurbished systems are in most demand for higher-priced modalities, such as MRI 
or CT. This situation is likely to limit the dynamics of medical imaging market growth 
in CEE countries and Russia." Alternative financing methods offered by the medical 
imaging vendors, as well as governmental support for public-private partnerships 
could contribute to faster market growth.  
 
"As end users of medical imaging equipment do not always have sufficient financial 
resources to purchase required device, alternative methods of financing, such as 
loans or leasing could help overcome this challenge," advises Grzywinska. "Also, 
flexibility in payment of instalments could be well-appreciated by the end users. 
Another way to meet the growing demand for medical imaging services is by 
promoting public-private partnerships."  
 
16. The Lithuanian government is resuming the topic of claims linked to 
Soviet occupation ahead of the election 
OSW 
June 1, 2012 
 
On 23 May, the conservative Andrius Kubilius's government appointed a commission 
which already in June will prepare anew Lithuania's negotiating strategy with regard 
to the government of the Russian Federation concerning compensation for the losses 
sustained by Lithuania and its residents as a consequence of the Soviet occupation in 
1940-1991 and the operations of the Russian army between 1991 and 1993. Such a 
commission was formed for the first time in 1995; it estimated Lithuania's losses at 
approximately 8.6 billion euros. Kubilius has emphasised that the government 
intends neither to change this sum nor to demand payment from Russia now; its sole 
intention is to prepare the action plan. The question as to whether the Russian 
Federation should assume responsibility for the occupation of the Baltic states is one 
of the key elements of the political dispute which prevents Moscow from normalising 
relations with Vilnius, Riga and Tallinn. 
 
Commentary 
Kubilius is arguing that the topic of the claims has been resumed because the new 
government in Russia has been sworn in, however, his decision is closely linked to 
the parliamentary election in Lithuania scheduled for 14 October 2012. The 
nationalist slogans used in the previous campaign consolidated Lithuania's right-wing 



electorate, which allowed the united political right to take power in 2008. At present, 
the party led by Kubilius - the Homeland Union/Lithuanian Christian Democrats - 
may count on support from only 7.5% of voters, and part of the Nationalists, 
dissatisfied with Kubilius's rule, even left the alliance with the Conservatives. The 
prime minister's party is again making a gesture towards Lithuanians with right-wing 
and nationalist views - who support several parties - by showing them that national 
interests are still important to the Conservatives. 
 
The Conservatives are thus also preparing their campaign against the populist 
political left, which is becoming united. The leaders in the pre-election polls are the 
Social Democrats - the Labour Party led by Viktor Uspaskich and the Order and 
Justice party led by Rolandas Paksas. These groupings have forged an alliance 
covering the election campaign and building a coalition after the election. According 
to opinion polls, the combined level of support for these two parties is at 
approximately 37%. These groupings want co-operation with Russia, and are 
sometimes seen as pro-Russian. Their opposition to the commission's activity may be 
used by the Conservatives to brand them as non-patriotic parties, which harm the 
interests of Lithuanians, most of whom expect that Russia should assume at least 
moral responsibility for the occupation of the Baltic states. 
 
Political relations between Vilnius and Moscow became completely frozen during the 
four years of Kubilius's rule despite attempts to re-establish them made by the 
government and President Dalia Grybauskaite. They even became hostile, when the 
Kubilius cabinet dealt a blow to the direct economic interests of Russian companies in 
Lithuania through the implementation of a policy aimed at making Lithuania 
independent from Russia in the area of energy (the LNG terminal, the nuclear power 
plant and the implementation of the EU Third Energy Package). By resuming the 
debate over compensation, which will be taking place alongside the negotiations with 
Gazprom concerning the manner of implementation of the EU Third Energy Package 
(which undermines Gazprom ownership interests) the present Lithuanian 
government is posing a challenge for its successor in relations with Russia. 
 

SECTOR Gas 
17. Gazprom: Gas export contract with Ukraine is not being revised  
VTB Capital 
June 1, 2012 
 
Gazprom: Gas export contract with Ukraine is not being revised, export to China 
unlikely to start in the near future – neutral for the company 
 
News: According to Interfax, Deputy Prime Minister Arkady Dvorkovich said there are 
no discussions currently underway with Ukraine over gas contracts. This was in 
response to Ukrainian Prime Minister Nikolai Azarov’s recent statement about a 
potential revision of the contracts. In addition, Dvorkovich said that an agreement 
over gas exports to China was unlikely to be signed at the Russia- China summit on 
5-6 June. 
 
Our View: The guidance provided by Dvorkovich is in line with the previous 
announcement by government representatives and Gazprom. We therefore do not 
expect the market to react to this news. 
18. MET on gas might be slightly lowered VTB Capital June 1, 
2012  Gazprom, NOVATEK, Rosneft: MET on gas might be slightly lowered 



– government would consider granting rights to export gas from offshore to 
independent producers – sounds supportive for Rosneft 
 
News: According to Interfax, Deputy Prime Minister Arkady Dvorkovich has said that 
the gas MET schedule might be slightly revised. Dvorkovich stressed that the MET 
rates on gas might be lowered, but not substantially. He added that the efficiency of 
offshore gas sales, as well as the possibility of lifting Gazprom’s monopoly on the 
export of gas produced at offshore fields, might be discussed. 
 
Our View: Dvorkovich’s statement is in line with yesterday’s comments by other 
Russian officials. We read his remarks on gas export parity in Russia, which we do 
not see as achievable by 2015 but could be reached in 2017-18, as a sign that even 
if the proposed gas MET is revised, it would mean a prolonged time horizon for the 
new MET rates to be fully implemented for independent gas producers. The news, in 
this shape, is quite supportive for them and predominantly for NOVATEK, which we 
upgraded yesterday to Buy from Hold on the relative recent underperformance and 
technical support coming from the ongoing MET newsflow and/or materialisation of 
taxation changes in the short term (see our NOVATEK: Now Attractively Priced, of 31 
May). 
 
The potential revision of offshore projects regulations, if it materialises, would be 
supportive for the sector in general in the longer term, and for Rosneft in particular, 
as it is more exposed to offshore gas field developments. 
19. Moscow is ready to revisit gas contracts issue - Azarov  
bne  
May 31, 2012   
 
Ukrainian Prime Minister Mykola Azarov has said that the Russian Federation agreed 
to return to the issue of revision of the Ukrainian-Russian gas contracts signed in 
2009, Interfax-Ukraine reported.   "The Russian Federation's leadership have 
agreed to seriously consider Ukraine's arguments regarding the Russian gas supplies 
to Ukraine and will soon return to revising of the contract, which obviously puts 
Ukraine in unequal competitive conditions," he said opening a government meeting 
on May 31.   
20. Nabucco confirmed no more 
 VTB Capital  
 1 June 2012 
  
 Iain Conn, who is head of Downstream at BP, recently spelled out the current 
position on the development of Shah Deniz Stage 2 (SDS2) in which BP holds a 
25.5% interest and is the operator. 
  
 Conn confirmed that the original 31bcm/a Nabucco pipeline concept was out of the 
running to transport gas across Turkey and into Europe (see Russia Morning 
Comment of 27 April). Instead, transport across Turkey is to be handled by beefing 
up the current Turkish grid system or by building a new Trans Anatolia (TANAP) line 
that would be sized initially to deliver 10bcm/a to the EU border. 
  
 Gas will then be delivered to Italy through Greece and Albania via the proposed 
Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), confirming that ITGI is also out of the running for this 
development. In addition, gas will flow to central Europe through either a truncated 
version of Nabucco, now called Nabucco West, or through the proposed South East 
Europe Pipeline (SEEP). As SEEP ‘has been assembled by Shah Deniz partners in 



collaboration with Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary’, it is probably fair to assume that 
this is the lead option (Figure 1). Conn stated that the selection between Nabucco 
West and SEEP would be made by the end of next month, with final route selection 
by 2013 ahead of the Final Investment Decision on SD2 which is due by June 2013. 
  
 In our view this development structure for the Southern Corridor is likely to prove 
easier to accommodate into the existing European gas supply structure than would 
have been the case for the full scale Nabucco proposal. 
  

 
  
 

SECTOR Oil 
21. Lukoil gets 11 licenses in 2011  
bne   
May 29, 2012    
 
Lukoil has acquired 11 licenses in 2011, the company said in its annual report.  As of 
late 2011, Lukoil had 426 licenses - 338 provide for the exploration and development 
of hydrocarbons, 22 for geologic exploration, and 66 for geologic exploration and 
development.   
22. ExxonMobilin's new drilling platform marks the third phase of Sakhalin-
1 project  
bne  
May 29, 2012   
 
Russias biggest ice-resistant drilling platform Berkut was officially presented as the 
beginning of the third phase of the Sakhalin-1 project operated by ExxonMobilin at a 
ribbon-cutting ceremony, The Moscow Times reported.  The project anticipates peak 
annual oil production of 4.5m tons by 2017.  Drilling from Berkut is expected to 
begin in 2014. It has the capacity to produce 90,000 barrels of oil a day. After 



processing, it will be transferred by undersea pipeline to the De-Kastri oil terminal on 
the Russian mainland, a hub for hydrocarbon sales to the Asian market. 
23. LUKOIL wins tender for Iraqi project VTB Capital June 1, 2012  
LUKOIL wins tender for Iraqi project – terms are quite risky – we keep our cautious 
view on LUKOIL’s international expansion plans  News: According to Kommersant, 
LUKOIL has won the tender to explore Block 10 in Iraq. The block, situated near 
West Qurna-2, is to be explored by a JV of LUKOIL and Japanese company Inpex 
(LUKOIL’s share is 60%). The initial premium to be paid to the Iraqi government is 
USD 25mn, capital expenditures are estimated at around USD 100mn, rising to USD 
300mn if commercial reserves are discovered. If production is launched, LUKOIL will 
get not the physical oil but an amount of money equal to USD 5.99/bbl of extracted 
oil.  The government of Iraq keeps the right to hold production due to OPEC 
restrictions if reserves are discovered. In that case, the government would cover the 
exploration costs incurred by the JV.  Our View: The terms set by the Iraqi 
government are rather restrictive and make the asset risky and not particularly 
attractive, in our view. Moreover, we reiterate our view that the international 
investments of Russian oil companies are much less profitable than Russian projects. 
We do not, therefore, attribute any significant value to the international projects of 
Russian oil companies, and LUKOIL in particular. We consider the purchase of the 
block licence as neutral for the company’s shares at this point, but keep our cautious 
view on LUKOIL’s international expansion in general. 
24. LUKOIL released strong 1Q12 financial results with net income of 
$3,789m VTB Capital May 29, 2012  Good results. LUKOIL has released 
strong 1Q12 financial results, beating consensus. Revenues of $35,261m 
came in line with us and 1% above consensus and EBITDA of $5,137m was 
2% above us and 5% above consensus, while net income of $3,789m beat 
both us and consensus by 24%.  
Logistics supported by positive macro environment. The top line was supported by an 
increase in international oil products prices together with the partial reallocation of 
domestic wholesale to the international market, which was more favourable in 1Q12 
from the prices point of view. This drove international oil products sales up 13% QoQ 
to $21,925m. However, this effect was partly offset by a decrease in crude oil sales 
caused by a 40% QoQ drop in crude oil volumes purchased. Overall, the top line 
increased 2% QoQ, in line with our expectations.  
High base effect. Expenses, on the other hand, decreased a notable 5% QoQ. This 
can mainly be explained by the high base effect: 4Q11 was affected by the South-
Khylchuya expenses write-off in the amount of $1,492m. In addition, in 1Q12 
LUKOIL decreased expenses on purchased crude oil and oil products. Other expenses 
had mixed dynamics. The bottom line was notably 24% above both our expectations 
and consensus. This was mainly the result of income tax, implying an effective tax 
rate of 9% ($367m). It was caused by an FX loss accounted under Russian 
accounting standards and a net loss of $136m attributable to non-controlling 
interest.  
Positive outlook reiterated. Overall, the results came above our expectations on the 
top line and EBITDA, while they were significantly higher on the bottom line. In 
addition, LUKOIL increased the volumes of the share buyout from the market in 
1Q12 which is positive for the stock. We also see an additional positive trigger on the 
back of the possible usage of $1.8bn, which were reserved for unnamed investments 
and are to be reversed in 2Q12 for the share buyback from the market. We are 
reiterating our Buy recommendation. 
 

SECTOR Nuclear 



25. Rosatom ready to cooperate with Kazakhstan over nuclear plant project  
bne   
May 29, 2012    
 
Rosatom is ready to cooperate with Kazakhstan over the construction of a nuclear 
power plant, but a final decision is to be made by Kazakhstan, Rosatom Deputy CEO 
Nikolai Spassky said, as cited by RIA Novosti.  "Now the decision is up to the Kazakh 
side, on our side everything is ready, we have interest. We believe that the Kazakh 
side has taken a pause, the decision is up to them. This is absolutely normal, as the 
project is innovative, complicated, requiring certain resources. This is a normal 
situation during talks," Spassky said.   
26. Boosting Bushehr capacity to 100% may be postponed till June  
bne  
May 29, 2012    
 
Boosting the capacity of Iran's Russian-built Bushehr plant to 100% from the current 
75% could be delayed till June, a source at Russian nuclear power corporation 
Rosatom said, as cited by RIA Novosti.  "Iran has not yet provided permission to 
increase the (plant's) capacity to 100%. This stage will most likely be postponed 
from late May to June," the source said.   
27. Russia and Belarus initiated nuclear power plant construction deal RIA 
Novosti June 1, 2012  Russia and Belarus have initialed a contract on the 
construction of a nuclear power plant in Belarus, the head of Russia’s state-
owned nuclear energy corporation Rosatom, Sergei Kiriyenko, said on 
Thursday.  “Today the contract… has been initialed. This means all details 
have been agreed upon,” Kiriyenko told journalists in Minsk during Russian 
President Vladimir Putin’s official visit to Belarus.  Moscow will invest $204 
million at an early stage of the plant’s construction, which will cover project 
work, he said.  The $10-bn plant will be built by Russia’s Atomstroyexport 
company, a Rosatom subsidiary. The plant will consist of two reactors with 
a capacity of 1,200 MW each and will boost the entire Belarusian energy 
system's capacity to 8,000 MW. The power station’s first unit is due to be 
ready in 2017 and the second in 2018.  Belarus began preparing to build a 
nuclear plant back in the 1980s, but the project was shelved following the 
1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster in neighboring Ukraine.  Belarusian 
opposition and environmental activists have raised concerns over the 
project, which were further fuelled by the March 2011 accident at Japan’s 
Fukushima nuclear power station.  Russia says it employs advanced 
technology to ensure accident-free operations at all the power stations it 
builds. 
 

SECTOR Power 
28. FTS agrees 2012-17 tariffs for another six regions VTB Capital 
June 1, 2012  FTS agrees 2012-17 tariffs for another six regions controlled by MRKC, 
MRKP, MRKV and MRKU — limited impact on the first three names and 32% 
downside for Sverdlovsk region operated by MRKU — lower earnings might be 
counterbalanced by drop in capex  
News: Yesterday, the Federal Tariff Service approved the 2012-17 tariff decisions for 
another six regions which are operated by MRSKs and switched to RAB tariff system. 
In particular, long-term tariffs were approved for the following regions: Ivanovo and 
Ryazan (operated by MRSK Centre and Volga), Kirov and Mordoviya (MRSK Volga), 
Belgorod and Sverdlovsk (MRSK Centre and Urals, respectively).  



Our View: The approved long-term tariffs came out slightly (from 1 to 3pp) below 
our expectations for the regions operated by MRKP, MRKC and MRKV and thus we 
see a limited 9% average downside to our EBITDA projections for them (varying 
from unchanged projections for the Ryazan region to 16% downside for Mordoviya). 
As regards the Sverdlovsk region, which is operated by MRSK Urals, the approved 
long-term tariffs were significantly below our expectations: the company is to see 
only a 3.2% CAGR in its tariff over 2013-17 vs. our expectations of 9.8%. This 
translates into almost 32% downside to our EBITDA projections for the region. 
However, as was the case with FSK, the decrease in earnings might be 
counterbalanced by the drop in capex needs and therefore would have a limited 
impact on the companies’ target valuation. 
29. OGK 1 posts 1Q12 IFRS results: drop in profitability driven by weak 
dynamics in spot prices VTB Capital 
June 1, 2012  OGK 1 posts 1Q12 IFRS results — drop in profitability driven by weak 
dynamics in spot prices — fully in line with the trend among other gencos — the 
stock is mostly driven by approved swap ratio to Inter RAO 
News: Yesterday, OGK 1 posted its 1Q12 IFRS results which demonstrated quite a 
significant decrease in the company’s overall profitability. Adjusted EBITDA 
(including the 75% share in NVGRES profits) dropped 33.7% YoY to RUB 2.3bn, 
which equates to a 5.7pp YoY decline in the EBITDA margin to 17%. Net profit 
showed similar dynamics, dropping 32.2% YoY to RUB1.3bn.  
Our View: The reason behind such a significant decrease in the company’s 
profitability was the weak dynamics in free electricity prices in 1Q12 in the European 
part of Russia: they declined almost 11% YoY, while gas tariffs were unchanged. 
Besides, the company’s profitability might be additionally hit by spending on more 
expensive oil fuel due to the shortage of gas supply in February. However, the 
results are unlikely to have any material impact on the stock as i) the decline in 
profitability is fully in line with the trend among the majority of other generation 
companies seen in 1Q12 and ii) the stock is currently mainly driven by the approved 
swap ratio to Inter RAO.  
As regards our fundamental attitude to the sector of fossil fuel generation 
companies, we stick to our preference for E.On Russia, OGK 5 and TGK 1. In contrast 
with other generation companies, and despite weak dynamics in spot prices, they 
could see growth in their 2012 earnings mainly due to the launch of new high-yielded 
DPM units in 2011. 
 

SECTOR Retail, FMCG 
30. PepsiCo plans alcoholic beverage production in Russia  
bne  
28 May, 2012   
 
PepsiCo plans to start producing alcoholic cider, mead and a traditional sweet drink 
called sbiten, the company has told the Federal Service for Intellectual Property, 
Kommersant reported.  Chamber of Patent Disputes allowed the company to register 
the trademark for mead, sbiten and cider. Currently, the company produces kvas at 
the facilities in Novgorod under that brand name.  
 

SECTOR Agriculture 
31. Draught kills third of Russian winter crops  
bne   
May 31, 2012    
 



Russia's winter grains were lost on a third of the sown area, but anticipated fair 
weather can still improve the 2012 harvest, a Hydrometeorological Center source 
said Thursday citing preliminary data.  "As of today, the loss of winter crops amounts 
to approximately 25-30%... But the situation may change depending on weather 
conditions, which have recently improved and are expected to be favorable in 
summer," the center said, cited by Prime.  Russia had sown 16.1m hectares of 
winter crops, and the Agriculture Ministry forecasted the loss to be at an average 
level of 6-7%.  Several companies recently reduced their grain harvest 
predictions.  French agency Agritel cut the forecast to 50-53m tonnes from 56m 
tonnes, Russia's Prozerno reduced its wheat harvest forecast 4.1% to 54.2m 
tonnes.    
32. Russia may export 30m tones grain in 2012-13 agriculture year 
 bne 
 May 30, 2012  
  
 Russia may increase its grain exports to over 30m tonnes in the 2012/13 
agricultural season, which begins on July 1, compared to 27m tonnes for the current 
season, Russian Grain Union President Arkady Zlochevsky said, Prime reported. 
  
 “Given transit stocks, which may amount to about 20 million tonnes, the export 
potential for the next season may amount to over 30 million tonnes,” he said. 
  
 Zlochevsky said that Russian grain exports had hit a record high of 25.1m tonnes as 
of May 16. 
  
  
 

SECTOR Automotive 
33. Uraltrak to invest $500m in development   
bne  
28 May, 2012   
 
Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant, Uraltrak, part of Uralvagonzavod, intends to invest 
RUB15bn ($500m) in the technical refitting of its production facilities, the 
Uralvagonzavod's corporate newsletter reads.  Some of the funds will come from the 
federal target program for the development of the mining complex.  The aim of the 
investment program is increasing annual sales volume to RUB30bn while increasing 
capitalization. About RUB4.5bn will be put into developing serial production.  
34. Citroen plans to raise car sales in Russia in 2013 to 50,000 vehicles   
bne   
May 25, 2012    
 
Citroen plans to boost car sales to 50,000 vehicles in Russia in 2013, Jean-Louis 
Chamla, Citroen Russia CEO said, cited by Prime.  In 2012, Citroen plans to increase 
sales 40% to 40,000, Chamla reiterated.  The company produced 1,500-1,700 
models per month from the start of the year at a plant located in Kaluga, he 
added.  The plant's production capacity will reach 2,000-2,200 cars per month from 
the second half of the year and 3,000 starting in 2014, Chamla said adding that the 
company would present a new model from the C segment in July.   
35. Sollers and Isuzu re-launch assembly of medium-size trucks VTB 
Capital May 30, 2012  Sollers and Isuzu re-launch assembly of medium-size 
trucks — 5,000 vehicles per annum — negligible impact on financials  



News: Sollers and Isuzu have signed an agreement to re-launch the assembly and 
distribution of 5,000 medium-size Isuzu trucks per annum, reports Vedomosti.  
Our View: The assembly of medium-size trucks is a project from a long time back, 
when the partnership was established, but due to yen appreciation and low margins, 
Sollers put it on hold. We do not expect that unfreezing this 5,000 vehicles per 
annum project will have a significant impact on Sollers' financials. 
36. Sollers plans to sell 110,000 vehicles and reduction in net debt to 
$300m in 2012   
bne  
May 29, 2012   
 
Sollers targets to sell some 110,000 vehicles in 2012 versus 120,000 in 2011, 
according to the company's management.   Management also expects that 
profitability will improve, with the EBITDA margin rising to 11% versus 9% in 2011. 
  Sollers also targets a reduction in net debt to $300m ($431m at the end of 2011) 
by the end of the year and a drop in 2012F net debt/EBITDA to below 1.5x (2.0x at 
the end of 2011).   
The company reiterated its plans to resume paying dividends in 2013, as its leverage 
is likely to decrease to a comfortable level, while capex requirements outside the JVs 
will remain limited.   
 

SECTOR Aviation, shipbuilding and defence 
37. Russia and Ukraine need to revise aircraft building rules, Deputy 
Minister says  
bne  
May 28, 2012   
 
Russia and Ukraine need to revise a general agreement on the construction of 
aircraft to lay the groundwork for further cooperation in the aerospace industry, 
Russia's Deputy Trade and Industry Minister Yury Slyusar said, RIA Novosti 
reported.  At present, the two countries jointly carry out the production of An-70 
medium-range transport aircraft through Ukrainian aircraft manufacturer 
Antonov.  "We suggest formalizing the basic principles of our cooperation in a new 
general agreement. The document is to stipulate the key issues of cooperation, such 
as state support measures or the funding of joint projects, distributing rights, 
obligations and so forth," Slyusar said. 
38. Russia to invest RUB3.8bn in aircraft maker upgrades by 2015  
bne  
May 31, 2012    
 
The Russian government plans to invest RUB3.8bn in the modernization of Nizhny 
Novgorod Aircraft Building Plant Sokol, part of United Aircraft Corporation, by 2015, 
when the company hopes to stop posting losses, CEO Alexander Karezin said, cited 
by Prime.  "We will start breaking even in 2015," he said.  "But unfortunately, it will 
be influenced by the expected end of the order portfolio in 2018, when a state order 
from the Defense Ministry to modernize MiG-31 planes ends," he added.  
39. Crashed Superjet’s flight data recorder found in Indonesia RIA 
Novosti May 31, 2012  The parametric flight data recorder of Russia’s 
crashed Superjet 100 has been found near the plane's crash site in 
Indonesia, a spokesman for Indonesian rescuers said.  “The device appears 
to be in good condition. It is orange and has not burned,” the spokesman 
said.  Superjet owner Sukhoi Civil Aircraft confirmed the discovery. The 



Sukhoi Superjet 100 (SSJ-100) passenger jet slammed into the side of 
Indonesia’s Mount Salak near Jakarta shortly after takeoff on a 
demonstration flight on May 9. All 45 people on board were killed. The 
cockpit voice recorder was found earlier.  The Sukhoi Superjet is the first 
commercial plane designed and built in Russia since the fall of the Soviet 
Union two decades ago. It is considered by many in the industry to be 
Russia's last hope for maintaining a commercial aircraft manufacturing 
capability. 
 

SECTOR Coal 
40. Azovstal to cut coke output, Avdiivka might win Concorde Capital May 
31, 2012  Azovstal (AZST UK) will phase out three of six coke batteries in 
2012-2014, the CEO of parent Metinvest (METINV) said yesterday (via 
Interfax). The first facility will be shuttered as soon as in July 2012.  
 Roman Topolyuk: Azovstal’s six coke batteries of a total capacity of 2.5 
mmt p.a. cover about 70% of the steel mills’ demand for coke. Only two 
batteries capable of making 0.9 mmt of coke p.a. are relatively modern, 
installed in 2003 and 2006. The closure of the old facilities was expected, 
and we estimate that up to 1.2 mmt in capacity will be closed by 2014. 
Metinvest has not announced any fresh plans for new batteries, which 
means additional supplies of coke for Azovstal might potentially be provided 
from Avdiivka Coke (AVDK UK), which currently has an inactive 0.7 mmt 
coke battery. However, this seems like it would add little to the profitability 
of Avdiivka (which had a USD 32 mln net loss in 2011), as long as it 
purchases expensive coking coal from Metinvest’s US-based subsidiary. 
41. Coal Sector Weak 4M12 coking coal output 
UralSib 
29 May 2012 
 
Russian coking coal output up 2% YoY. Yesterday TSDU-TEK released 4M12 
production figures for the Russian coal industry, which showed that total Russian 
coking coal output increased 2% YoY to 21.4 mln tons. Despite the generally positive 
trend for the industry in 4M12, we note the relatively weak production numbers for 
major coking coal producers, which also mean that small and medium-sized coal 
producers are gaining domestic market share. The main losers were Raspadskaya 
(down 6% YoY), Severstal’s Vorkutaugol (down 17% YoY) and MMK’s Belon (down 
16% YoY). Although Raspadskaya produced 568 kt of coking coal (up 19% MoM) in 
April and may ramp up production by 50% MoM in May thanks to the launch of a new 
coal face, the 4M12 output of 2.16 mln tons means that the company’s 2012 
production guidance of 10.5 mln tons will not be achieved in any case. Vorkutaugol 
reduced output by 17% YoY due to the construction of a new long wall at the 
Severnaya mine, which will come into production in 3Q12. 
 
Evraz improving, Yakutugol drives production at Mechel. On the other hand, we note 
the positive dynamics for Evraz’s coking coal unit, Yuzhkuzbassugol, albeit, from a 
relatively low base in 4M11. Regarding Mechel’s coking coal production, we note the 
significant 33% drop in coking coal volumes at Southern Kuzbass due to the 
shutdown of the Sibirginskaya and New Olzherasskaya mines. At the same time, the 
decline at Southern Kuzbass should be compensated by the recovery of Yakutugol’s 
coking coal production, which more than doubled (up 133% YoY) after the accident 
at the preparation plant in 1Q11. 
 



Supportive for coking coal prices. In our view, the lackluster coking coal production 
figures from major coal producers are generally supportive for domestic coking coal 
prices due to the limited supply on the market. Domestic coking coal prices have 
fallen 21% YtD to $131 tons in May 2012. Given the recent hike in international 
coking coal prices from $210-215/ton to $230- $235/ton, as a result of the ongoing 
strike at the BHP Billiton-Mitsubishi Alliance mines in Australia, we believe that 
domestic coking coal prices are probably bottoming out and could stay flat or recover 
slightly in 3Q12. 
 

 
 
42. Russia’ coal market  
Aton Bank 
30 May 2012 
 
Aton, Vladimir Zaluzhsky, head of investor relations 
 
View on the raw materials market. European debt woes and an economic slowdown 
in China are having a negative impact on the raw materials markets, while Chinese 
steelmakers’ low profitability and the industry’s pessimistic outlook on the steel 
market in general have resulted in negative pressure on iron ore prices. The state of 
the coking coal market is slightly better with strikes in Australia keeping prices 
buoyant. At the same time in the US, without the price support of regional and 
export markets, prices have come down by around 20% vs Australian product, 
bringing them to the cost level for a number of producers in the country, and forcing 
them to cut supplies to the market. In this uncertain environment consumers of raw 
materials limit their purchases on the market, preferring to draw down their existing 
inventories. Nevertheless the raw materials market has reached a stage whereby a 
positive resolution to any of the key global economic worries could lead to a positive 
price correction. 
 
Russian coking coal market. Severstal says that the current market could be viewed 
as reasonably balanced. According to publicly available information, Raspadskaya 
has not yet reached projected production levels, while at Belon, the longwall 
changeover is still in progress. The remaining small shortage is being covered by 
imports (primarily from the US). In 2H12 coal prices may come under pressure as 
output from Raspadskaya and Belon increase. Severstal’s production at Vorkuta is 
also expected to grow. 
 
Mining division’s sales geography. Currently the bulk of the company’s coal output is 
used internally and sold to consumers in the Russian market. Sales to the Ukrainian 
market remain stable and Severstal has observed a notable increase in shipments to 
Europe (the company recently signed a three-year coal and iron ore pellet supply 
agreement with Finland’s Rautaruukki). Severstal’s mining division exports are 



dominated by iron ore pellet exports to Europe where the tightening of 
environmental regulations complicates the production of agglomerate, obliging 
consumers to switch to pellets. 
 
Serious cost reduction in steel business unlikely. China remains the dominant 
consumer and price setter in the raw materials market. Steel production in the 
country is still on the rise but consumption is falling. This has resulted in higher 
exports to neighbouring countries, forcing local producers to cut their production and 
consequently purchases of raw materials. According to recent reports in the global 
media, Chinese authorities have confirmed that economic growth takes priority over 
inflation control when making policy decisions. This could be interpreted as a positive 
signal for both steel and raw materials markets. 
 
Production plans. The company asserts that its 1Q12 operating results should not be 
viewed as an indication of the rest of the year’s performance. It expects a YoY 
increase in coking coal output in 2012, with the focus on increasing the output of 
coking coal in lieu of thermal coals, some of which at Vorkuta and PBS have coking 
properties. Therefore, the company plans to reduce the volume of thermal coal 
production by reprocessing some of the existing output as coking coal. Moreover, it 
plans to use the existing thermal coal producing infrastructure to maximise the 
output of coking coal. For instance, PBS purchased processing equipment in 2011, 
which allows it to enrich thermal coal with coking properties (which was previously 
sold to electricity generators) up to the quality at which it could qualify as coking 
coal. This should dramatically improve the realised price while leaving the cost base 
practically unchanged. 
 
With respect to steel the company expects relative stability as its US business gains 
momentum (a visible improvement in terms of both volumes and prices is currently 
being observed) which should offset the slowdown in other regions. Severstal’s 
Columbus plant is currently operating at better than 90% capacity utilisation 
withRepresentative: Vladimir Zaluzhsky, head of investor relations View on the raw 
materials market. European debt woes and an economic slowdown in China are 
having a negative impact on the raw materials markets, while Chinese steelmakers’ 
low profitability and the industry’s pessimistic outlook on the steel market in general 
have resulted in negative pressure on iron ore prices. The state of the coking coal 
market is slightly better with strikes in Australia keeping prices buoyant. At the same 
time in the US, without the price support of regional and export markets, prices have 
come down by around 20% vs Australian product, bringing them to the cost level for 
a number of producers in the country, and forcing them to cut supplies to the 
market. In this uncertain environment consumers of raw materials limit their 
purchases on the market, preferring to draw down their existing inventories. 
Nevertheless the raw materials market has reached a stage whereby a positive 
resolution to any of the key global economic worries could lead to a positive price 
correction. 
 
Russian coking coal market. Severstal says that the current market could be viewed 
as reasonably balanced. According to publicly available information, Raspadskaya 
has not yet reached projected production levels, while at Belon, the longwall 
changeover is still in progress. The remaining small shortage is being covered by 
imports (primarily from the US). In 2H12 coal prices may come under pressure as 
output from Raspadskaya and Belon increase. Severstal’s production at Vorkuta is 
also expected to grow. 
 



Mining division’s sales geography. Currently the bulk of the company’s coal output is 
used internally and sold to consumers in the Russian market. Sales to the Ukrainian 
market remain stable and Severstal has observed a notable increase in shipments to 
Europe (the company recently signed a three-year coal and iron ore pellet supply 
agreement with Finland’s Rautaruukki). Severstal’s mining division exports are 
dominated by iron ore pellet exports to Europe where the tightening of 
environmental regulations complicates the production of agglomerate, obliging 
consumers to switch to pellets. 
 
Serious cost reduction in steel business unlikely. China remains the dominant 
consumer and price setter in the raw materials market. Steel production in the 
country is still on the rise but consumption is falling. This has resulted in higher 
exports to neighbouring countries, forcing local producers to cut their production and 
consequently purchases of raw materials. According to recent reports in the global 
media, Chinese authorities have confirmed that economic growth takes priority over 
inflation control when making policy decisions. This could be interpreted as a positive 
signal for both steel and raw materials markets. 
 
Production plans. The company asserts that its 1Q12 operating results should not be 
viewed as an indication of the rest of the year’s performance. It expects a YoY 
increase in coking coal output in 2012, with the focus on increasing the output of 
coking coal in lieu of thermal coals, some of which at Vorkuta and PBS have coking 
properties. Therefore, the company plans to reduce the volume of thermal coal 
production by reprocessing some of the existing output as coking coal. Moreover, it 
plans to use the existing thermal coal producing infrastructure to maximise the 
output of coking coal. For instance, PBS purchased processing equipment in 2011, 
which allows it to enrich thermal coal with coking properties (which was previously 
sold to electricity generators) up to the quality at which it could qualify as coking 
coal. This should dramatically improve the realised price while leaving the cost base 
practically unchanged. 
 
With respect to steel the company expects relative stability as its US business gains 
momentum (a visible improvement in terms of both volumes and prices is currently 
being observed) which should offset the slowdown in other regions. Severstal’s 
Columbus plant is currently operating at better than 90% capacity utilisation with 
construction and pipe makers the main consumers. The company is optimistic about 
the prospects of its US division and forecasts that its mid-cycle EBITDA generation 
ability should gradually rise to $150/t, but even taking it to the $100/t level would 
make a substantial contribution to its financial performance (the 2011 average was 
$48/t). The start-up of the Balakovo mill is scheduled for 2Q13. Nevertheless, it is 
quite clear that the segment’s 2012 performance will be weaker compared to 2011. 
 
Large-scale investment projects. Investments into large-scale projects in the mining 
division still make a lot of sense, the company said. The average cycle of project 
implementation takes around five-to-seven years. Within that time the industry’s 
higherquality assets deplete and the cost curve continues to rise (due to inflation, 
reduction in output quality, etc.). In addition, a slowdown in China should not have a 
major negative impact on demand in the long term as the country’s steel industry is 
largely based on an integrated model, which means that, even at lower utilisation 
rates, it would continue to consume large volumes of coking coal and iron ore. 
Moreover, major global players are not interested in creating an oversupply situation 
and are more than capable of influencing price dynamics, by delaying the 



development of large-scale projects, for instance. Finally, one should not exclude the 
influence that natural disasters (e.g. 
 
Australian rains) and curbs on raw material extraction and exports (e.g. India) may 
have on global iron ore and coking coal prices. 
 
Russia remains the top pick in terms of investment opportunities. Severstal assesses 
potential investment opportunities globally; however it views working in Russia as 
easier as the company understands how things function in the country. New regions 
imply new risks. Nevertheless in these ‘new regions’ the company tries to minimise 
the risks by involving local partners and attracting project financing. 
 
Status of the Tyva coal project. The development of the Ulug-Khemskiy coal basin 
has been delayed for a number of reasons. The region of Tyva did not become part 
of the USSR until 1944 with a detailed exploration of the region’s coal deposits only 
conducted in the 1980s. A planned rail link was not constructed due to the collapse 
of the Soviet Union and the ensuing economic downturn. The basin’s resources are 
estimated at 16bn tonnes of primarily coking coals of semi-soft types (Zh and GZh 
under the Russian classification). Severstal plans to construct a mine and an 
enrichment plant in Tyva capable of producing 7.5mnt of coking coal concentrate per 
year. It is envisaged that the main customer base for the Tyva coals would be 
consumers in Southeast Asia. At the moment building a rail link from the coal 
deposits to the Trans-Siberian Railway is under discussion. The capacity of the 
Trans-Siberian Railway is less of an issue – according to recent media reports 
Russian Railways’ (RZD) investment plans already take into account the expected 
increase in freight load as a result of the development of Tyva coal deposits. 
Nevertheless, it would still be necessary to agree the capacity of the rail link to the 
coal deposits with RZD. 
 
International projects – driven by the need to be a local player. The logic behind the 
company’s involvement in international projects is based on the fact that success in 
certain key potential markets requires a strong local presence. For instance, in India 
the company plans to build a 2mntpa integrated steelmaking facility. One of the 
project’s key requirements is gaining ownership of local iron ore production capacity, 
which is complicated by red tape. Severstal believes that by attracting a local partner 
(NMDC) it should be able to gain the necessary approvals for the project. 
 

SECTOR Chemicals, Fertliser 
43. Acron Suspends NPK Production: Negative Aton May 31, 2012  Acron 
issued a press release yesterday (30 May) in which it announced that it 
suspended NPK production on 29 May. On 18 May, Apatit discontinued 
apatite concentrate shipments to Acron and Dorogobuzh, the press release 
said. If Apatit does not resume its deliveries of phosphates, Dorogobuzh will 
have to halt NPK operations on 2 June as well, Acron said.  
Acron says that in Apr 2012, Apatit asked for a twofold increase in apatite 
concentrate prices vs 2011 for both Acron and Dorogobuzh. This request violated the 
raw material pricing agreements between the companies (which stipulated that any 
increase in apatite concentrate prices should equal the industrial inflation rate), as 
well as provisions of the federal Competition Protection Law, according to Acron’s 
press release. 
However, we note that in 2011 Acron paid RUB4,180/tonne (this price includes 
transport charges) for apatite concentrate. PhosAgro believed that in 2012 PhosAgro 



planned to increase the price to RUB6,950/tonne, while Acron expected it to fall to 
RUB3,671/tonne.  
The company also believes that PhosAgro (which controls Apatit) plans to put 
additional pressure on Acron as it intends to participate in the state auction to 
privatise 20% of Apatit. Acron also stated that PhosAgro’s actions could be intended 
to hinder the timely launch of the Oleniy Ruchey mine and prevent the appearance of 
a rival apatite concentrate producer on the Russian market. 
 
We view the news as negative given that sales of NPK fertilisers accounted for more 
than 40% of Acron’s revenue in 2011. We estimate that each idle day costs Acron up 
to $2mn in revenue. We also believe that the news does not create any positive spin 
for PhosAgro. If Acron and PhosAgro fail to settle their differences soon, we think it 
could have a negative impact on the shares of both companies. 
44. Acron halts production on rock price disagreements with PhosAgro 
Troika Dialog 
1 June 2012 
 
Acron yesterday reported that its sole phosphate rock supplier and Russian 
monopolist PhosAgro recently stopped deliveries to its plants, as the parties failed to 
agree on the contract price for this year. As a result, Acron was forced to halt NPK 
production at one of its facilities (Acron Nizhni Novgorod), and plans to do the same 
at Dorogobuzh next week. Acron will take the matter to court, though we think that 
the chances for a positive decision are fairly low. 
 
Troika’s view: The new phosphate rock pricing rules introduced by the Federal 
Antimonopoly Service (FAS) on Monday imply the full liberalization of the phosphate 
rock market from January 2013; however, there is an important clause that states 
that the offered price formulas could be used in 2012 as a reference if the parties fail 
to agree on a price. The latter applies to the situation described above, implying that 
PhosAgro could have a stronger position in any litigation. 
 
Acron acquires roughly 750 kt of phosphate rock annually to produce around 1.7 mln 
tonnes of NPKs at its Russian plants, with roughly 80% of this being sold abroad. 
NPK exports have always been highly profitable due to cheap feedstock phosphate 
rock and urea (produced from natural gas) supplied by Russian monopolies 
(PhosAgro and Gazprom, respectively) at 40_50% discounts to global benchmarks. 
 
Acron acquired phosphate rock last year for around R3,278/tonne EXW 
($111/tonne), which was supposed to rise in line with PPI growth in 2012 (i.e. to 
around R3,700/tonne, or $123/tonne at R30/$1). Assuming that Acron loses to 
PhosAgro and ends up paying a price close to the export netback (say at a 20% 
discount), the company’s costs should increase by roughly $55_60 mln, reducing its 
EBTIDA by 10% on our estimates. This almost equals the loss it would incur from 
just a one_month halt in NPK production. In turn, PhosAgro could redirect material 
for Acron to export markets, bringing it higher profits, so PhosAgro clearly has the 
upper hand over Acron. Under our base case, we think Acron will end up accepting 
PhosAgro’s terms, which is obviously negative for the former and positive for the 
latter. 
 
However, the question of supplies from PhosAgro should only matter for Acron in 
2012, as it is set to launch its Oleniy Ruchey phosphate rock project in 2H12 and 
reach full self_sufficiency in 2013. 
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45. Russian Fertilizers amid the volatility 
Troika Dialog 
1 June 2012 
 
Following a strong 1H12, we expect market dynamics to slow in 2H12, with nitrogen 
prices likely to correct and potash and phosphate pricing staying broadly flat until 
year end. Uralkali’s long_term advantages are properly priced in, and its buyback 
and cash flow generation make it the most defensive name in our universe. The 
domestic phosphate rock market liberalization should raise PhosAgro’s mid_cycle 
EBITDA some 15_20%. The auction of the state stake in Apatit is approaching, and 
we see the risks for PhosAgro on the upside. Acron is set to launch its greenfield 
phosphate project and has almost fully funded its potash project. Its multiples look 
undemanding, though an aggressive M&A strategy and debt load are the key risks. 
Overall, we are constructive on the sector; PhosAgro is our top pick. 
 
? Despite strong agricultural commodities, incentivizing farmers to maintain fertilizer 
application at high levels, consumer confidence is still fragile, and most purchasing is 
done on a hand_to_mouth basis. Pent_up demand from late 2011 has led to a robust 
1H12, but volumes could slightly weaken in the latter part of the year, and we see 
little probability of producers securing any price increases from 1H12 levels. If 
anything, nitrogen prices are likely to soften, and we expect phosphate and potash 
prices to stay flat until year end. 
 
? Uralkali’s volumes have recovered vigorously as the potash market has livened up, 
but we still expect pro_forma sales to fall 7% in 2012. Average export prices should 
climb 6%, supporting profitability alongside greater synergies from the Silvinit 
merger. The buyback has been recommenced in earnest, and although we treat it 
with caution, it has proven to be a powerful self_fulfilling prophecy supporting the 
stock. We think the indisputable positives of Uralkali’s case have been captured in 
the valuations. We cut our target price to $38.41 per GDR and maintain our HOLD 
recommendation. 
 
? PhosAgro is fully benefiting from its operational flexibility between compound and 
phosphate_based fertilizers, having switched to more profitable NPKs. We are 
looking for EBITDA of $1,065 mln in 2012, and see another $150_200 mln added in 
mid_cycle EBITDA due to domestic phosphate rock market liberalization, which the 
Federal Antimonopoly Service supports. The upcoming Apatit stake auction will 
apparently not be a walk in the park for PhosAgro, as it may need to bid higher to 
fend of rival contenders. We find the valuations attractive for an asset of this quality. 
 
We cut our target price to $11.88 per GDR and retain our BUY recommendation. 
 
? Acron has made strides in transforming itself from a pure NPK_processing business 
model to an integrated fertilizer producer – the Oleniy Ruchey phosphate project 
should be commissioned in mid_2012, and there is a positive optionality associated 
with the now almost fully funded Talitsky potash project. Cost inflation related to 
potash and gas is set to erode profitability, and we doubt the rationale behind the 
Azoty Tarnow purchase. Still, we consider the stock to be relatively inexpensive. We 
lower our target price to $4.92 per GDR and reiterate our BUY recommendation. 
 
For more details see today’s report. 
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46. Russian phosphate rock market to be liberalized from 2013 
Troika Dialog 
1 June 2012 
 
The Federal Antimonopoly Service (FAS) yesterday approved a new pricing 
mechanism for domestic phosphate rock, implying full market liberalization from 
January 2013. 
 
The regulator has effectively suggested three price formulas linked to export price 
indicators (PhosAgro’s Apatit phosphate rock export netback, Morocco’s OCP FOB 
price or an implied phosphate rock price based on NPK FOB prices), which could be 
used by a supplier (i.e. PhosAgro, currently the sole monopolist) and its customers to 
set the price should the parties fail to reach a peaceful agreement. All benchmarks 
are to be adjusted for transportation and quality differentials, ensuring a fair parity 
with global prices. Importantly, the new rules could be applied to 2012 phosphate 
rock deliveries if there is any disagreement in terms of price. 
 
Troika’s view: The liberalization of the domestic phosphate rock market should result 
in domestic phosphate rock prices almost doubling (from the current $120/tonne 
Apatit EXW to roughly $250_280/tonne), which would obviously be positive for 
PhosAgro. With third_party domestic sales accounting for 30% of production, we 
estimate the net addition to mid_cycle EBITDA at $150_200 mln, or roughly 10_20% 
of EBITDA before liberalization. 
 
In contrast to all other domestic phosphate rock consumers, Acron (supplying 750 kt 
of phosphate rock per year) should be the only one to remain unaffected by higher 
prices, assuming that its phosphate project is launched on schedule (i.e. this 
summer) and the company reaches 100% self_sufficiency in early 2013, as planned. 
 
Importantly, the phosphate rock market liberalization comes ahead of the auction of 
the state’s stake in Apatit, which was done intentionally to boost interest in the 
block. 
 
The new rules should double Apatit’s EBITDA to $650_700 mln (and hence, the 
asset’s fair price), as well as make UralChem (one of PhosAgro’s customers) even 
more desperate to find any tool to strengthen its position. Overall, we think that the 
upcoming auction will not be a walk in the park for PhosAgro but with 75% in Apatit’s 
charter capital, it has high chances for success. The auction is scheduled for June 14 
and the starting price for the block is R10.5 bln ($330 mln). 
 
Mikhail_Stiskin  
 

GOVT REFORMS, REGULATIONS, ECONOMICS, REGIONS 
47. Ministry proposed to increase the maximum possible stake of foreign 
companies in oil and gas fields to 25%   
bne  
29 May, 2012   
 



The Russian Natural Resources and Environment Ministry proposed to increase the 
maximum possible stake of foreign companies in the fields of federal significance to 
25% from 10%, as follows from the draft bill.  By virtue of current legislation, oil 
fields containing more than 70bn tonnes of recoverable oil, gas fields of 50bn cubic 
meters of gas or more, fields containing more than 50 tonnes of hard-rock gold, or 
500,000 tonnes of copper automatically enter the federal significance fields register. 
  Also included are the uranium, diamonds, nickel, lithium and rare metals 
fields.  Only Russian companies with a more than 50% stake held by the government 
may explore the continental shelf fields. 
 

UKRAINE INVESTMENT 
48. Brocard-Ukraine to expand number of stores in Ukraine to 100 by late 
2012  
bne   
May 28, 2012   
 
Brocard-Ukraine, part of L'Etoile Group (Russia), which controls the Brocard, 
Bonjour, L'Etoile and M.A.C perfumery and cosmetics stores in Ukraine, is planning 
by the end of the year to open 15 stores in Ukraine, bringing their total number to 
100, Interfax-Ukraine reported.  "The chain is developing rapidly and by the end of 
2012 it will consist of 100 stores. In particular, it is planned to increase the number 
of L'Etoile stores to 25 and open Bonjour and M.A.C shops. We have signed an 
agreement on opening a Bonjour store in the Cascade Plaza trade center in 
Dnipropetrovsk," the press service said, citing the manager of L'Etoile business in 
Ukraine, Yuriy Hatkin. 
49. Ukraine’s Capital investment up 23% in 1Q12 
 Art Capital 
 1 June 2012 
  
  
 Capital investment rose 23% in January-March 2012 from January-March 2011, 
Ukrstat said Wednesday. A total of UAH 48bn of capital investment was made in 
January-March 2012, Ukrstat’s data indicate. Investment in tangible assets ran up to 
UAH 47bn, of which UAH 2.5bn was spent on overhaul repairs. Investment in non-
tangible assets ran up to UAH 1.5bn. 
  
 Oleg Ivanets: The leading segments by capital investment growth were 
transportation (+52% YoY), construction (+40% YoY) on the back of the 
preparations for Euro-2012 and raw materials (+20% YoY) on the back of high 
margins. Meanwhile, the processing segment saw its capital investment fall 3% YoY, 
evidence of a deteriorating business climate. 
  
  
50. DTEK boosts coal production by 77.1%, electricity output by 58.7% in 
Q1 
bne  
May 31, 2012   
 
The largest private energy holding in Ukraine, DTEK, in January-March 2012 
produced 10.24m tonnes of coal and 14.78 terrawatt hours of electricity, which is 
77.1% and 58.7% up year-over-year, reads the company's report.  



Coal processing grew by 113.5%, to 6.58m tonnes and concentrate output soared by 
138.2%, to 4.41m tonnes.  The holding also increased purchases of electricity for 
sale to other consumers on the market by 2.6 times, to 9.365 terrawatt 
hours.  According to the company, the growth is due to the inclusion of 
Rovenkiantracit and Sverdlovantracit in reports for coal production and Zakhidenergo 
and Kyivenergo in reports for electricity generation.  
Coal exports fell by 27.5%, to 567,000 tonnes in Q1. As a result, the company 
almost completely stopped importing coal, buying only 1,400 tonnes compared to 
214,000 tonnes in Q1, 2012.  
  
51. Dzerzhynsky plant to invest $240m in modernization  
bne  
28 May, 2012   
 
The Dzerzhynsky Dniprovsky Metallurgical Combine, which is controlled by the 
Industrial Union of Donbass, is intending in 2012-2013 to invest about $240m in the 
enterprise's modernization and reconstruction, Interfax-Ukraine reported.  As part of 
the investment program about $100m will be spent on the construction of a 
pulverized coal injection system and the implementation of a cast iron 
desulphurization project.   In addition, Dzerzhynsky plant considers replacing natural 
gas with pulverized coal in lime production. This type of production is the third 
largest consumer of natural gas: its share is about 11% of the total gas consumption 
of the plant. 
52. Euro weakness pushes Ukrainian steelmakers to cut prices  Concorde 
Capital May 30, 2012  Ukrainian export prices for finished steel products 
(Black Sea) have fallen USD 15-30/t (-2-4%) since the beginning of May, as 
data aggregated by Metal Courier imply. Prices for rebar and its 
semifinished product, steel billet, declined the most, 4%, to USD 635/t and 
USD 583/t respectively, while prices for flat products dropped 3% on 
average.   Roman Topolyuk: With the weakness in export prices, average 
quarterly prices should be flat in 2Q12 qoq or down 2-3% depending on the 
product. The trend is worse than we expected, though May is traditionally 
the start of a slow season for steel, typically reversing in August. On top of 
lower steel consumption in Europe and the threat of a global slowdown, 
recent euro depreciation made purchases of construction steel in the EU 
more preferable for Middle Eastern and African buyers, which in turn pushed 
CIS producers, including Ukraine, to cut prices. The news is negative for 
Metinvest (METINV), implying a further drop in margins (the company 
posted an EBITDA margin of 16.7% in 1Q12). 
53. Hyundai could see car market share fall in Ukraine   
bne   
May 29, 2012   
 
Hyundai cars could lose its leading positions and slightly reduce its market share in 
Ukrainian market in 2012 due to a decision by South Korean manufacturer Hyundai 
Motor Company not to boost production volumes from this year and focus on the 
quality of cars, Interfax-Ukraine reported.  "From 2012, Hyundai is to focus on the 
quality of cars. We're officially informed that it is not planned to boost sales and 
production in 2012 and the next few years. The production levels that the company 
reached in 2011-2012 will be observed, while funds from sales will be invested in 
quality, design and technologies," Hyundai Motor Ukraine's commercial director, 
Hennadiy Chetverukhin, said, cited by Interfax-Ukraine. 



54. LAZ hopes to strengthen position on Russian market with new model of 
bus bnr May 30, 2012  LAZ hopes to occupy a certain position on the 
Russian market with a new model - the Liner-141 bus for international 
transportation – which was presented on Tuesday in Lviv, Chairman of the 
company's supervisory board, Ihor Churkin, said, cited by Interfax-
Ukraine.  "We believe that these models will take their position on the 
market, first of all, on the Russian market," he said.  "We could be success if 
we occupy a certain share of the markets in many countries – in Central 
Europe, the Balkan states and the former Soviet Union countries. We should 
have 5-10% of the market in various classes of buses in each country," 
Churkin said. 
55. Total supply of natural gas to Ukraine decreased by 12% y-o-y to 11.7 
bcm in April Dragon Capital May 30, 2012  In April, total supply of natural 
gas to Ukraine (for domestic consumption and transit) decreased by 12% y-
o-y to 11.7 bcm (-12% m-o-m), bringing the 4M12 volume to 59.3 bcm (-
15% y-o-y). Domestic gas consumption fell sharply in April, sliding by 23% 
y-o-y to 3.4 bcm, with both industrial consumers and households posting 
double-digit declines. Industry’s gas demand slid by 20% y-o-y to 1.5 bcm 
last month as metallurgy cut consumption by 29% y-o-y to 0.4 bcm. 
Household consumption was down 20% to 1.1 bcm. Gas transit to Europe 
also dropped sharply last month, by 26% y-o-y to 7.2 bcm. 
(Energobusiness)  
In 4M12, total domestic gas demand declined by 5% y-o-y to 26.9 bcm, with the 
largest decrease in consumption reported by Naftogaz Ukrainy’s most problematic 
customers, municipal heating companies (-12% y-o-y to 5.8 bcm). This is positive 
for the state oil and gas monopoly as it sells expensive Russian gas (currently priced 
at $425/tcm) to heating companies at $136/tcm, which represents the single largest 
loss-making segment for Naftogaz. Naftogaz’s 4M12 gas imports halved y-o-y to 
10.6 bcm, but much of this decline is explained by last year’s additional gas imports 
which Naftogaz transferred to RosUkrEnergo to settle the latter’s lawsuit.  
Naftogaz has extensively used its gas storage facilities since the beginning of the 
year, withdrawing a total of 9 bcm in 4M12, which left approx. 8 bcm available. 
Recently Naftogaz announced that it did not plan to pump back-up gas volumes into 
underground storage to support Gazprom’s export flows during winter months and 
only intended to store 10-11 bcm for its own needs. The company also announced 
that it planned to purchase only 1.5 bcm of Russian gas in May, or 60% less than in 
May 2011, implying its storage reservoirs have not been replenished this month (last 
year the company pumped 2.3 bcm into storage in May). 
56. Ukraine approved the terms of PSA for two offshore gas fields in the 
Black Sea Dragon Capital May 30, 2012  News: The government has 
approved the terms of product sharing agreements (PSA) for two offshore 
gas fields in the Black Sea. Exploration and development licenses for the 
Skifskaya and Forosskaya fields, which measure 16,700 km2 and 13,600 
km2 respectively, will be issued for 50 years. The draft PSAs provide for a 
70:30 product split between the investor and the state until initial 
investments are repaid. (Kommersant)  
Dragon view: The most unusual condition of both tenders is an upfront fee of at least 
UAH 2.4bn ($300m) payable to the state budget. Previous similar tenders for the 
Prykerchenska offshore field (won by Vanko Prykerchenska) and Yuzivska and 
Olesska onshore shale gas fields (won by Royal Dutch Shell and Chevron) required 
no upfront payments. With no history of successful large-scale offshore development 
and a risky business environment in Ukraine, we think the government may fail to 
generate sufficient interest for these tenders based on the existing terms.  



According to government estimates, annual production from Skifskaya and 
Forosskaya may peak at 3-4 bcm and 2-3 bcm respectively. With water depths in 
these areas reaching 1,500 meters, we think commercial development of these fields 
can realistically start in 7 to 8 years. 
57. Ukraine grain harvest forecasts 15% decline 
bne 
31 May 2012 
 
Ukraine will harvest about 15% less grain this year year-on-year, Kommersant-
Ukraine newspaper reported.  
 
Serhiy Petrenko, deputy head of the Agriculture Ministry’s agrarian market 
department said the country is expected to harvest 48m metric tons of grains and 
between 22m tons and 25m tons can be exported in the marketing year from July 1, 
according to Kommersant. 
 
58. Ukraine’s Agricultural sector attracts UAH 2.33bn (USD 0.3bn) of 
investments in Q1 
Intellinews 
31 May 2012 
 
In Q1, the agricultural sector has attracted UAH 2.33bn (USD 0.3bn) of investments, 
up by 1.7% y/y, the State Statistics Service has reported. The branches leading in 
investment in Q1 this year are trade (growth at 53.3%), activities of transport and 
communications (51.9%) and construction (40.3%), the statement reads. The 
opposite situation was in agriculture, extracting and processing industries. 
Investment rates in agriculture in Q 1/2011, increased by 50.2% y/y. 
 
59. Ukraine’s Parliament changes taxation of oil and gas producers  
Dragon Capital 
30 May 2012 
 
The parliament approved a bill that would replace existing royalties on oil and gas 
extraction with higher mineral extraction taxes effective Jan. 1, 2013. (Verkhovna 
Rada) Dragon view: The proposed new tax on oil producers is linked to Urals and 
that on gas producers is tied to their sale prices. Oil tax rates were set at 39% and 
17% depending on reservoir depth (up to or below 5,000 meters). For gas 
extraction, a wider range of tax rates was proposed. Companies whose gas is 
supplied to households face tax rates of 28% and 25% based on the 5,000 meter 
depth threshold (but not less than UAH 101.3/tcm and UAH 89.45/tcm respectively). 
Offshore gas production was proposed to be taxed at 15% (but not less than UAH 
53.9/tcm). For other gas producers rates of 17% and 9% were proposed based on 
reservoir depth (but no less than UAH 594.64/tcm and UAH 318.34/tcm 
respectively). 
 
Companies operating under production sharing agreements (PSA) would be taxed at 
2% (oil) and 1.25% (gas). 
 
The bill, if signed by the President, will have mostly neutral impact on listed oil and 
gas producers such as Ukrnafta [Buy; PT $40.0] and JKX [Buy; PT $3.46] at current 
oil and gas prices as the proposed taxes are close to what these companies currently 
pay (royalties plus mineral extraction tax). Yet the proposed minimum taxes on gas 



production are close to the rates implied by current gas prices, thus should gas 
prices for industrial consumers decline from their current level of $438/tcm (e.g. in 
case of revision of the gas contract with Russia), gas producers would still pay the 
same minimum rate, implying an increased amount of taxes in relation to revenues. 
 
Dennis Sakva  
 
60. Ukraine’s futures contract will lead to boost in grain exports 
Jeffry Kuijpers, Executive Director, Agricultural Commodities, CME Group European 
Office 
June 1, 2012  
 
KYIV - More than a century ago, the Black Sea region was known as the breadbasket 
of the world. Over time, war and Soviet agricultural policy largely hindered the 
robust agricultural production that is possible here. 
 
With the fall of the Soviet Union, however, this region’s farms – home to some of the 
best soil in the world – are finally starting to produce and export grain at some of the 
world’s highest levels once again. 
 
Russia and Ukraine exported about 20 percent of the world’s wheat for the 2011-
2012 marketing year, making the region the number two exporter in the world after 
the United States (24 percent if Kazakhstan is included). 
 
This is astonishing, given that the region represented only 3 percent of global wheat 
exports in the 2003-2004 marketing year. Current expectations are that wheat 
exports may double in the next 10 years. If that comes to pass, it would cement the 
region as the world’s largest exporter by far. 
 
These developments could not be better timed. The world is consuming more food 
than ever, and changes to the economic structure in high-population countries like 
India and China have increased the appetite of their growing middle classes. There is 
a need for more grain, and the Black Sea is a place that can provide much of it. 
 
But with the current and expected production growth, producers in the region and 
buyers of Black Sea wheat, such as those in North Africa and the Middle East, have 
an increased need to manage their price risk. 
 
Despite its position as a top exporter, the Black Sea has been, until recently, the 
only wheat producing area in the world without its own futures contract. That’s why 
CME Group, the world's largest futures exchange, announced the launch of the Black 
Sea wheat futures contract at the Black Sea Grain Conference held in Kyiv in April. 
 
The contract will begin trading June 6, and will allow price discovery that is better 
placed to converge with wheat produced in the region. It is also deliverable at 
several ports along the Black Sea, including Illichivsk, Odesa, Sevastopol, Yuzhny 
and Mykolayiv in Ukraine; Novorossiysk, Tuapse and Taman in Russia; and 
Constanta in Romania. We believe this diversification of ports will protect market 
participants in the event the import and export circumstances change in one part of 
the region. 
 
The contract was created with a variety of market participants from the Black Sea 
region in mind, including farmers, processors, millers, exporters, end users, traders 



and investors. Up to now, these participants have mostly had to negotiate a price for 
deliverable wheat and trust that their counter-party will not back out of the deal in 
favor of a better one. Complicating this situation further is the international nature of 
most of the trades. 
 
For example, a privately negotiated trade between a buyer out of Egypt and a 
producer from Ukraine that falls apart can, in addition to increasing volatility in grain 
prices, become an international legal nightmare for one or both parties. With an 
exchange-traded futures contract, both parties can safely transfer their risk with the 
added benefit of central clearing. 
 
Perhaps the biggest challenge for some producers, buyers and even multinational 
banks that trade in the region is to understand the opportunity that a futures market 
presents to manage price risk. To help with their education, CME Group has made 
several visits to Ukraine to meet with a variety of hedgers, multinational firms and 
students to discuss markets and share the basics on how to trade. 
 
The path to launching this market-changing contract began last year when CME 
Group signed a memorandum of understanding with the government of Ukraine, 
National Bank of Ukraine, and UFE to look for opportunities to further develop the 
financial and derivatives market here. Now we have a contract that builds on our rich 
history of providing the global industry standard for wheat futures – our CBOT 
(Chicago Board of Trade) wheat contract. 
 
This contract has been traded since 1877, and not long after CBOT launched a 
contract that was delivered in Odessa. We’re returning to the market because today 
there is a great opportunity for a Black Sea wheat contract to become a global 
pricing benchmark. 
 
However, more important is the need for agribusiness in this region to limit its risk 
exposure as the world increasingly turns to it for food production. There is no better 
way to do this than through the presence of efficient and transparent futures 
markets. 
 
NOTE: Jeffry Kuijpers is executive director of agricultural commodities for CME Group 
European Office in London. He has been active for nearly two years in the 
development of the new Black Sea wheat futures contract. (www.cmegroup.com) 
 
61. Ukraine’s government approves PSA terms for two offshore gas fields 
Dragon Capital 
1 June 2012 
 
The government has approved the terms of product sharing agreements (PSA) for 
two offshore gas fields in the Black Sea. Exploration and development licenses for 
the Skifskaya and Forosskaya fields, which measure 16,700 km2 and 13,600 km2 
respectively, will be issued for 50 years. The draft PSAs provide for a 70:30 product 
split between the investor and the state until initial investments are repaid. 
(Kommersant)  
 
Dragon view: The most unusual condition of both tenders is an upfront fee of at least 
UAH 2.4bn ($300m) payable to the state budget. Previous similar tenders for the 
Prykerchenska offshore field (won by Vanko Prykerchenska) and Yuzivska and 
Olesska onshore shale gas fields (won by Royal Dutch Shell and Chevron) required 



no upfront payments. With no history of successful large-scale offshore development 
and a risky business environment in Ukraine, we think the government may fail to 
generate sufficient interest for these tenders based on the existing terms. 
 
According to government estimates, annual production from Skifskaya and 
Forosskaya may peak at 3-4 bcm and 2-3 bcm respectively. With water depths in 
these areas reaching 1,500 meters, we think commercial development of these fields 
can realistically start in 7 to 8 years. 
 
Dennis Sakva  
 
62. Ukraine’s parliamentary committee proposes increasing tax on agri 
producers  
Dragon Capital 
30 May 2012 
 
News: Parliament’s Agriculture Committee has approved a bill proposing a 1pp 
increase in the flat-rate tax levied on agricultural producers with more than 100 ha 
of land in operation starting from 2013. 
 
(Kommersant) Dragon view: According to the Law on Fixed Agricultural Tax (FAT), 
companies engaged in the production, processing and sale of agricultural products 
may choose to be registered as payers of FAT, provided that sales of goods which 
they produce account for more than 75% of their gross revenue. FAT is paid in lieu 
of corporate income tax (currently 23%), land and water taxes, municipal tax, and a 
number of other duties. The amount of FAT payable is calculated as a percentage of 
the cadaster value of all land plots (determined as of Jul. 1, 1995) leased or owned 
by the taxpayer. For traded agribusinesses, annual FAT payments usually do not 
exceed 1% of their NIBT. Agricultural companies are allowed to use the FAT regime 
indefinitely provided they meet the aforementioned annual criteria. 
 
We believe this proposal is unlikely to be approved ahead of the October 
parliamentary elections. If enacted, it would increase income tax charges for listed 
agricultural companies from the current 0.2-0.5% to an estimated 1.2-1.5%. 
 
Tamara Levchenko  
 
63. Ukraine’s sugar output might decline 23% yoy in 2012 Concorde 
Capital June 1, 2012  Ukrtsukor, Ukraine’s association of sugar producers, 
forecasted Ukraine will produce 1.8 mmt of beet sugar this year, down 23% 
yoy (via Interfax). According to the head of the association, the harvested 
area of sugar beets is likely to decline 17% yoy to 450 ths ha, 7% less than 
the sowed area.   Alexander Paraschiy: Ukraine consumes 1.8-2.0 mmt of 
sugar annually, and last year’s production of 2.33 mmt created a large 
supply overhang that led to a 40% decrease in sugar prices in the last 12 
months. If the agency’s forecast comes true, the domestic sugar market will 
be close to balanced at the end of this year, prompting a recovery in sugar 
prices. This outlook is encouraging for the main Ukrainian sugar and beet 
producers, Astarta (AST PW), Mriya (MAYA GR) and Kernel (KER PW), 
though we are still looking for updates on their sugar sowing conditions. 
 

KAZAKH INVESTMENT 



64. International Kashagan investors to pay Kazmunaigas’ $986m costs 
bne 
May 29, 2012  
 
The international oil companies developing Kazakhstan’s massive Kashagan oilfield 
have agreed to pay $986m on behalf of state owned Kazmunaigas.  
 
Members of the North Caspian Operating Company (NCOC), who include Eni, Exxon 
Mobil and Royal Dutch Shell, will pay Kazmunaigaz’s share of the Kashagan 
investment costs in 2012 and 2013, Kazakhstan’s Oil and Gas Minister Sauat 
Mynbayev told journalists in Astana on May 28.  
 
The NCOC members will have to invest heavily over the next year to ensure that 
production at Kashagan begins in June 2013 
 
Mynbayev told journalists that a deal had been signed between the international 
NCOC members and Kazmunaigas on May 23 to cover the Kazakh company’s costs.  
 
"For the consortium, this will be in the region of $986m in 2012 and 2013," Reuters 
quotes Mynbayev as saying. 
 
"Cash generated from the start of commercial production will be enough to service 
operating activities," he added.  
 
Kazmunaigas joined the consortium in 2005, following pressure from the Kazakhstani 
government for existing consortium members to cede a stake to the state oil 
company.  
 
Kashagan, the largest hydrocarbons discovery worldwide in the last 30 years, has 
the potential to boost Kazakhstan’s oil production and substantially increase 
revenues for the government. However, due to the technical difficulties in developing 
the offshore Caspian field, the start of production has been put off several times and 
costs have spiralled.  
 
65. Khorgos-Zhetigen railway to boost China trade - Nazarbayev  
bne 
May 28, 2012  
 
Construction of a new railway from the Kazakh-Chinese border crossing at Korgos to 
Zhetigen north of Almaty will boost cargo traffic between Kazakhstan and China to 
50 million tonnes, Kazakhstan’s President Nursultan Nazarbayev said May 27.  
 
"The volume of economy and freight traffic will rise when the new project is 
implemented... After the line is put into commission new jobs will be created," 
Nazarbayev said. 
 
A new road is also due to be built between Korgos and Almaty, as part of the 
Western Europe-Western China highway project, with construction due to start this 
year and be completed in 2014. Transport corridors from Korgos to other parts of 
Kazakhstan will also be constructed.  
 



Both Kazakhstan and China are investing into infrastructure at Korgos, where an 
airport, housing and other infrastructure are due to be constructed on the Kazakh 
side, creating a new city at the border crossing.  
 
"It is very important for Kazakhstan's economy development and will give 
opportunity to enhance our activity in the big market of China," Nazarbayev said. 
 
66. Roxi Petroleum spuds NK-13 appraisal well at Galaz 
Visor Capital  
May 30, 2012  
 
Impact: NEUTRAL 
 
Facts/News. Roxi Petroleum yesterday reported that it has spudded the NK-13 
appraisal well on the Galaz project (34% owned by Roxi, operated by LG). The well 
targets a total depth of 1,400m in the Jurassic formation in the South East channel 
of the Galaz block. The drilling is expected to take up to 30 days. 
 
Analysis. The drilling of the appraisal well in the Galaz area complies with Roxi’s 
guidance on its appraisal programme for the NW Konys field in the Galaz project. 
 
Valuation/Conclusion. We believe the drilling news has no significant shareprice 
impact. Roxi trades on US$1.0/bbl of P50 risked resources, which is above its peers’ 
average of US$0.8/bbl. We maintain our SELL rating. 
 
Zhanar Nazkhanova 
Dominic Lewenz 
 

CENTRAL ASIA INVESTMENT 
67. Tajikistan to export drinking water to Iran  
bne 
May 29, 2012  
 
Tajikistan and Iran are in talks over exports of drinking water from Tajikistan, which 
may start in the near future, according to reports in the Iranian media.  
 
The volume of water to be delivered, via a pipeline crossing Afghanistan, has not yet 
been decided. However, Tajikistan is expected to export as much as one billion cubic 
metres a year, Iranian Energy Minister Majid Namjou said May 27, Payvand Iran 
News reports.  
 
In return, Iran would export oil to Tajikistan and provide assistance for a Tajik 
refinery project.  
 
The issue was discussed during a meeting of the Iran-Tajikistan Joint Economic 
Commission in Teheran. Trade between the two countries amounted to over $500m 
between March 2011 and March 2012. 
 
According to Namjou, Iran, Tajikistan, and Afghanistan have agreed to create a joint 
water and electricity corridor. In addition to the water pipeline, there are also plans 
to build a 500KV transmission line to link Iran and Tajikistan across Afghanistan.  
 



While mountainous Tajikistan lacks the oil and gas reserves of its Central Asian 
neighbours, the country holds over two-thirds of the region’s fresh water. The total 
water volume contained in Tajikistan’s glaciers and snowfields is estimated at around 
500 cubic kilometres. Around 6% of Tajikistan’s territory is covered by glaciers and 
snowfields, with a further 44 cubic kilometres of water held in over 1,300 lakes.  
 
Water is considered to be Tajikistan’s most valuable resource. However, it has been 
difficult for the poverty-stricken country to monetise. Hydropower plants supply most 
of Tajikistan’s electricity during the summer months, and electricity is exported to its 
neighbours during the summer in return for gas exports in winter.  
 
Larger-scale hydropower developments such as the planned Roghun dam have 
drawn fierce opposition from downstream Uzbekistan, which fears the dam could 
disrupt the flow of water in the Amu-Darya water which is used to irrigate its cotton 
fields.  
In addition to the plans to export water to Iran, Tajikistan is already close to 
agreement with Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan and Pakistan on the construction of the 
CASA-1000 power line, which would export surplus power from Tajikistan and 
Kyrgyzstan south to Pakistan. However, like the planned export deal with Iran, this 
would depend on building secure infrastructure through Afghanistan.  
 
68. Bangladesh keen to join TAPI  
bne 
May 30, 2012  
 
Bangladesh is interested in joining the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India 
(TAPI) gas pipeline project to secure energy supplies for its growing industrial base.  
 
According to the Financial Express, the Bangladeshi government has asked the Asian 
Development Bank, which is backing the $7bn project, if it can join alongside the 
other four participants.  
 
Bangladesh is fast using up domestic gas reserves and has not yet made a 
substantial new find despite exploration works in the Bay of Bengal.  
 
Plans to work with India on a pipeline to export gas from Myanmar on a pipeline 
have also stalled.  
 
To connect to Bangladesh’s pipeline network the TAPI pipeline, which will run from 
Turkmenistan via Afghanistan and Pakistan to India, would have to be extended by 
an additional 700 kilometres.  
 
Bangladesh currently produces around 60 million cubic metres of gas a day, but 
consumes over 70 million cubic metres a day. This is expected to go up because of 
the country’s growing manufacturing sector and growing population.  
 
Construction of the TAPI pipeline has not yet started, but the four participating 
countries agreed on pricing for Turkmen gas exports earlier this year. It is expected 
to be built by 2017.  
 
69. Kyrgyzstan to export meat to Saudi Arabia  
bne 
May 30, 2012  



 
Kyrgyzstan plans to start exporting meat to Saudi Arabia from September 2012, 
according to Agriculture Minister Askarbek Dzhanybekov.  
 
Saudi Arabian companies are primarily interested in importing mutton, but may also 
import beef and poultry in future.  
 
Kyrgyzstan plans to channel more funds into the livestock sector and improve 
conditions for investors, 24.kg quotes Dzhanybekov as saying.  
 
Two key investment projects will be the construction of logistics centres, each with 
meat processing complexes, near the Bishkek and Osh airports.  
 
70. Uzbekistan to increase car production in 2012  
bne 
May 28, 2012  
 
Uzbekistan plans to increase production of cars to 240,000 in 2012, Aziz Shukurov, 
deputy head of state-owned auto-manufacturer Uzavtosanoat announced during the 
6th International Industrial Fair and Cooperation Exchange in Tashkent.  
 
3,000 buses and trucks will also be produced this year, with MAN auto Uzbekistan 
planning to boost production to 1,000 trucks and tractors in 2012.  
 
The Uzbek automotive industry’s total sales are expected to reach $3bn, Uzreport 
writes.  
 

BELARUS INVESTMENT 
71. Belarus in talks with EurAsEC to receive new tranches from fund 
bne  
May 31,2012   
 
Belarus is fulfilling the conditions of the EurAsEC financial bailout fund and hopes to 
get more money from it, Nadezhda Yermakova, chairwoman of the National Bank of 
Belarus, said, cited by RIA Novosti.  
The EurAsEC comprises Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan.  
According to Yermakova, experts from Belarus' Finance Ministry are currently holding 
talks in Moscow to receive additional tranches from the fund. The Belarusian 
government expects to receive two tranches worth $440m each in 2012.  "I think we 
have a good chance. Whoever studies our prospects will see that we stick to the 
stipulated terms," Yermakova added. 
  
Belarus has agreed with the fund to receive a $3bn stabilizing loan in several 
tranches from 2011 to 2013 following a severe financial crisis in the country. Belarus 
received the first $800m tranche in June 2011.  
 

EURASIA INVESTMENT 
72. Azerbaijan starts to implement oil-gas projects in Saudi Arabia 
APA-Economics 
May 28, 2012  
 
State Oil Company of Azerbaijan starts oil-gas operations in Saudi Arabia. 



 
According to APA-Economics, today, a Memorandum of Understanding on 
implementation of long-term projects in Saudi Arabia was signed between SOCAR 
and Saudi Arabian Company Soroof International. Presidents of companies – Prince 
Bander Bin Abdullah Bin Mohammed Al-Saud and Rovnag Abdullayev signed the 
document and this document covers establishment of joint venture to operate in the 
territory of Saudi Arabia’s Kingdom.  
 
Abdullayev noted that, Saudi Arabia and Azerbaijan had high level friendship 
relations: “SOCAR was invited to Saudi Arabia to implement oil-gas projects”.  
 
SOCAR will have 75% share, Soroof International Company – 25% in the joint 
venture. This venture will realize exploration, extraction, exploitation, processing and 
transportation of oil-gas fields, as well long-term projects in oil-chemical spheres. At 
present, relevant contract projects is being developed and the works are expected to 
finish during next month. The company is planned to operate in Saudi Arabia some 
months later.  
 
According to Abdullayev, the venture will mainly operate in exploitation of oil-gas 
fields: “At present, large program is being carried out in Saudi Arabia. Mainly oil 
extraction developed in this country, but they need gas. That’s why, they prefer gas 
to be exploited by separate companies. These include exploration and exploration 
drilling of gas field. We intend to operate in gas field there. SOCAR will conduct 
geological, geophysical, drilling and construction works there”. 
 
73. Azerbaijan: Route for transportation of Azeri gas to Europe will be 
selected by the end of this year - SOCAR 
APA-Economics 
May 28, 2012  
 
Negotiations on Trans-Anatolian gas pipeline project (TANAP) are nearing the end, 
SOCAR President Rovnag Abdullayev said, APA reports. 
 
To him, it is considered to sign long-term (40-50 years) agreement of understanding 
and interstate. ‘In parallel with TANAP, works are also underway on European gas 
market, routes for gas transportation to Europe and gas buyers. As a result of these 
works, main route for transportation of Azeri gas to Europe will be selected by the 
end of this year’.  
 
Note that, TANAP contract between Turkey and Azerbaijan was signed on October 
25, 2011, in Izmir. According to contract, 10 bcm of gas from 16 bcm of gas to be 
extracted in Azerbaijan will be transported via this pipeline to Europe. Azerbaijan has 
80%, Turkey – 20% share in this project. The project costs $5 bln. 
 
74. Head of Azerbaijan’s Socar denies Libya investment plans  
bne 
May 28, 2012  
 
The State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic (Socar) is not planning to invest in 
Libya, the company’s president Rovnag Abdullayev has said.  
 



Speaking to journalists in Baku on May 24, Abdullayev denied earlier reports that 
Socar is planning to invest in a refinery and build a chain of petrol stations in the 
north African country.  
 
“We did not purchase any asset in Libya and none of employees of SOCAR worked 
have been in Libya,” APA quotes Abdullayev as saying.  
 
“I can not and will not allow any staff of SOCAR to face risk for any project,” he 
added.  
 
This appears to contradict an announcement from the Azeri Foreign Ministry 
published on May 14. It reported that Azerbaijan’s ambassador to Libya, Agasalim 
Shukurov, had delivered several investment proposals to Libyan Oil and Gas Minister 
Abdulrahman Ben Yezza at a meeting in Tripoli.  
 
According to the Ministry, state-owned Socar was considering either setting up a 
joint venture with Libya, or building a refinery with its own funds. 
 
Although Abdullayev denied any intention to invest in Libya, he said that Socar is 
considering investments in several European countries, including Germany, Italy and 
France.  
 
“Projects for investment must be profitable. At present, oil refineries have problems 
in Europe, they can not cope with them. Even, such company as Petroplus has been 
put to market as default,” Abdullayev.  
 
“We view all the scenarios. Our economic research group is working on these 
scenarios. We have involved a great number of specialists in the risk-management 
and keep these issues under control.”  
 
Baku-based Socar has been expanding into nearby markets in recent years. It 
already has a refinery under construction in Turkey, and is planning to acquire a 
refinery in Switzerland. Earlier in 2012, Socar officials agreed to build a refinery in 
Kyrgyzstan.  
 
75. Mongolia: SouthGobi announces border crossing expansion 
Visor Capital  
May 30, 2012  
 
Impact: POSITIVE 
 
Facts/News. SouthGobi Resources yesterday announced that the Shivee Khuren-
Ceke border crossing has been expanded with eight new border gates exclusively for 
coal transportation. Prior to that, all coal transported from Mongolia to China at 
Shivee Khuren-Ceke went through a single crossing gate. 
 
Analysis. We believe the news is positive for SouthGobi, as the new gates will 
significantly increase the capacity for export of the Company’s coal from Mongolia to 
China. Our FY2012 coal sales forecast for the Company is 7.0mt, whilst our realised 
price forecast is US$62.9/t. A 10% decrease in our coal sales assumption may lead 
to a 34% decrease in our 2012F EPS estimate, whilst a 10% decrease in our 2012F 
coal realised price forecast may cause a 71% decrease in our 2012F EPS estimate. 
 



Valuation/Conclusion. The stock is currently trading at 2012F P/E and EV/EBITDA 
ratios of 26.8x and 8.1x, respectively. We expect positive share impact from the 
announcement as the new border infrastructure reduces the risk of a coal 
transportation bottleneck. 
 
Stanislav Chuyev 
 

SOUTHEAST INVESTMENT 
76. Chinese company to produce wind farm projects in Romania 
 bne 
 May 31, 2012 
  
 China's largest wind-turbine maker, Sinovel Wind Group has signed an agreement 
with two Romanian companies to develop wind farms with a total installed capacity 
of 1,200 megawatts, Bloomberg reported. 
  
 Sinovel Wind signed a strategic cooperation accord with C- Tech SRL and Rokura 
SRL covering developments in Romania from 2012 to 2016, the Romanian Economy 
Ministry announced in a statement May 30, adding Sinovel will provide equipment 
and services under the agreement. 
  
77. Global uncertainties resulted in foreign capital outflows from Turkish 
financial markets  
BGC Partners 
June 1, 2012 
 
1- EQUITY: In May 18-25, foreigners were net sellers of US$181 mn, which was the 
largest weekly sell-off by foreigners. M-t-d total foreign sell-off reached US$276 mn. 
In April foreigners were net sellers of US$186 mn against net sellers of US$27 mn in 
March. Since the beginning of the year foreigners were net BUYERS worth of US$473 
mn in the equity market. 
 
2- BONDS: The CBT data showed that foreign investors were net sellers of a US$178 
mn in that week. M-t-d total foreign bond purchases were US$1,698 mn. Since the 
beginning of the year foreign investors were net BUYERS of US$2,406 mn in the 
bond market. In order to see the reasons behind sizeable foreign purchases please 
see our report „Low trading volume & inverted yield curve: What do they hint?‰, 
May 23, 2012. 
 
3- FX MARKET: TL was more or less flat against the equally weighted exchange 
basket. We still think that cross-currency deals, options, structured products and 
custody definition problems complicate to form a relationship between the foreign 
flows & currency. Meanwhile, while since the beginning of the year we observe that 
locals bought FX by around US$7.0 bn. 
 
4- FX RESERVES: CBT‚s gross FX reserves declined from US$80.0 bn to US$78.9 bn 
(excluding gold worth of US$13.1 bn) as of May 25. 
 
TO SUM: On a 52-week rolling basis, net foreign inflows in the equity market 
improved slightly from -US$83 mn to -US$40 mn one week ago (its peak was 
+US$4.6 bn (Dec-10) in the last four years), while 52-week rolling net foreign 



inflows in the bond market decreased to US$6.28 bn from US$6.43 bn (peak was 
US$18.5 bn in end-April 2011). 
 
78. Incentives to double Romania's wind power capacity this year 
 bne 
 May 30, 2012 
  
 EU incentives for renewable energy are likely to be a boon for Romania's wind power 
sector. Ion Lungu, head of CEZ's Romanian unit told Bloomberg May 29 that the 
country will probably double its wind-power capacity this year.  
  
 Lungu, who is also president of the Association of Electricity Suppliers in Romania 
said the country, which has an installed capacity of 1,541 megawatts of wind power 
will probably see that capacity increase to 2,100 megawatts by the end of 2012.  
  
 Romania is offering two so-called green certificates with a value of EUR28 to EUR57 
for each megawatt-hour of energy produced from wind. State-owned power-grid 
operator Transelectrica plans to invest RON782m (EUR175m) this year to expand 
and upgrade its outdated grid to accommodate the rising wind farm output. 
  
 International investors in Romania's renewable energy industry include Czech-based 
CEZ, Spanish Iberdrola, Portugal's utility EDP, Germany's E-ON and Italy's Enel.  
  
  
79. Montenegro calls tender for railway upgrade 
 bne 
 May 29, 2012 
  
 Montenegro has called a tender for a railway infrastructure upgrade project financed 
through a loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the 
lender has announced, SeeNews reported May 28. 
  
 Montenegrin state-controlled railway infrastructure operator Zeljeznicka 
Infrastruktura Crne Gore intends to use part of the proceeds of an EBRD loan 
towards the cost of a project to undertake emergency rehabilitation of its railway 
infrastructure. 
  
 The deadline for sending bids expires on July 10. 
  
  
80. Positive surprise in foreign trade on the back of gold exports in Turkey 
TEB 
June 1, 2012 
 
At USD 6.6bn, April's foreign trade deficit was lower than the market consensus 
(USD 7.35bn) and our forecast (USD 7.6bn). The lower-than-expected deficit was 
mainly on the back of strong export figures driven by gold exports (USD 1.3bn). 
Consequently, 12-month cumulative trade deficit decreased to USD 99.1bn in April 
from USD 101.6bn in March. The non-energy trade deficit continued to decline as 
well and 12-month cumulative non-energy trade deficit fell from USD 51.7bn in 
March to 48.7 USD in April. On a seasonally adjusted basis, exports increased by 
6.4% m/m while imports decreased slightly by 0.8% m/m. 



 
The deepening of eurozone problems continued to take its tolls in Turkey's exports. 
Exports to EU contracted sharply by 18% y/y in April, and the share of EU countries 
in exports declined to 38%, from 46% in 2011 on average. On the other hand, 
exports to Middle East and North Africa increased by 72% y/y in April, boosted by 
the gold exports. Exports to MENA excluding precious metals rose much slower by 
18% y/y.  
 
April's foreign trade data does not change Turkey's high external deficit story, but 
shows that households started to resort to their gold savings, as they generally do 
during times of stress (recall that Turkey exported USD 5bn during Q4 ‘08 and Q1 
'09). This behaviour helps trade deficit to narrow during times of stress and in a way 
provides a buffer. April's trade data once again showed that, the contraction in 
European demand is limiting the export growth and imports are not in a declining 
trend. Therefore, we continue to expect current account deficit at around 8% of GDP 
in 2012. 
 
81. Romania good country for renewable energy investment 
 bne 
 May 29, 2012 
  
 Romania remains one of the top destinations in the world for renewable energy 
projects, according to a report from Ernst & Young, newswires reported May 28, 
citing E&Y's quarterly report on energy attractiveness. 
  
 Romania ranks 14th in a global attractiveness chart for investments in renewable 
energy. The country scored above Poland, Portugal and the Netherlands, but was 
outranked by Spain and Sweden, the report showed. In the last report, Romania also 
ranked 14th. 
  
 In individual indices, Romania placed 11th place on the wind index, outranking the 
Netherlands, Denmark and Finland and came in 21st in the solar index, ranking 
higher than Bulgaria, Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary. 
  
 E&Y's report tracks the relative attractiveness of 40 countries' renewable energy 
markets across a selection of technologies each quarter. The index includes all types 
of renewable energy, namely wind, solar, geothermal, biomass and other. 
  
 China remained the most attractive market for renewable energy investments 
worldwide, followed by the USA, Germany, India and Italy. 
  
  
82. Serbian uncertainty an investment positive for Croatia 
 RBS 
 May 28, 2012 
  
 Croatia should benefit in the near term from political instability in neighbouring 
Serbia, as some investors perhaps look to book profits in Serbia, and rotate into a 
credit with a lower level of political risk. Croatia offers reasonable carry, with 5Y 
Croatia CDS currently trading around the 550bps level, i.e. close to 300bps over 
Poland, and 100bps over Romania. Croatia has a similar public sector debt/GDP ratio 
to Poland, but interestingly a much better current account position, i.e. close to 
balance versus a deficit of around 4% of GDP in Polandís case. True, Poland has a 



much better track record on the growth front, while Croatia continues to stagnate, or 
even dip into recession now, and perhaps has deeper competitiveness/structural 
problems. Croatia might also be somewhat more vulnerable to European bank 
deleveraging ñ or at least the perception of this at least, given the reality is much 
more muted at least in the ability of banks to pull assets out. However, the Polish 
zloty still remains the bell-weather for regional risk, and is likely to be buffeted much 
more than the Croatian kuna, albeit FX flexibility should ultimately help underpin 
growth in the case of Poland.  
  
 On the domestic front in Croatia, while the new Social Democrat-led government 
continues to make slow progress on the structural reform front, fiscal trends are 
encouraging. Thus, over the first 2 months of 2012, the budget deficit came in over 
40% below target as both revenue growth (+3.4% YOY) and spending restraint (-
3.5% YOY) beat expectations. A two percentage point increase in VAT should begin 
to filter through to revenues in March, and hence the government appears well set to 
meeting its plan to cut the deficit to 3.3% of GDP (4.4% of GDP in 2011), which 
should secure Croatiaís investment grade credit rating for the time-being. News is 
certainly less encouraging on the growth front, with the HNB and EC all revising their 
growth assumptions for 2012 down, with the former now assuming a contraction of 
1% for the full year, and the EC a contraction of 1.2% - both seem broadly 
consistent with recent higher frequency data releases and broader regional trends. 
  
83. Serious offers made for Croatian steel mill 
 bne 
 May 30, 2012 
  
 Well-known companies are interested in buying the Zeljezara Sisak steel mill and 
one of the potential investors is very close to signing a deal according to Croatian 
Economy Minister Radimir Cacic. 
  
 Cacic made the statement to reporters in parliament May 29 who wanted to know 
how serious bids by Italy's Danieli Group, Slovakia's Podbrezova and the Croatian 
CIOS for the Sisak steel mill were, HINA news agency reported. 
  
 During a visit to Sisak a couple of weeks ago, representatives of the Italian 
company Acciaierie Bertoli Safau (ABS), which is part of the Danieli Group, 
expressed interest in buying the steel mill.  
  
 Along with ABS, the Slovakian company Podbrezova, which had previously 
unsuccessfully bid for Sisak, and the Croatian company CIOS, which has bought the 
bankrupt Zeljezara Split steel mill, have been mentioned lately in the media as 
serious candidates for the purchase of Sisak. 
  
 The US company CMC announced at the end of last year that it was withdrawing 
from the Sisak steel mill. CMC will choose the new owner of the steel mill based on 
the bids submitted. 
  
  
84. Turkish Airlines announces the strike cost as around USD 2m 
Erste 
June 1, 2012 
 



Turkish Airlines made an official announcement regarding the recent strike crisis. (i) 
A total of 305 employees who participated in the strike, which was described as 
illegal by management, were terminated. (ii) 223 flights were cancelled and above 
100K passengers suffered due to cancelled flights. (iii) The estimated loss is around 
USD 2mn (~TRY 3.7mn), while management is also unhappy with the negative 
impact on the company's brand. (iv) Management is determined not to allow similar 
actions in the future and they will sue the union and laid-off employees to 
compensate for losses. 
 
The announcement is broadly in line with our previous comments regarding the 
issue, while the estimated loss is slightly lower than our expectation. We do not 
welcome management's decision to sue the laid-off personnel, as this approach 
might further elevate the tension within the company and it might have negative 
implications on the motivation of existing employees. 
 
85. Turkish Celebi Ground Handling bids in Mumbai international cargo 
tender 
Erste 
June 1, 2012 
 
Celebi Ground Handling (Celebi) announced that they are bidding in the international 
cargo terminal tender at Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport in Mumbai. The 
tender comprises the extension, modification and development of the existing 
international cargo terminal building. The winning party will have the right to operate 
the cargo terminal until May 2036 (i.e. 24-year concession). Reportedly, 
international cargo traffic in Mumbai is around 490K tons per year, the largest 
capacity in India in terms of international cargo business.  
 
The capacity is expected to reach 1.2mn tons following the modernization of the 
building after the tender. In mid-April, Celebi's 51% subsidiary operating in India, 
Celebi Nas, bid in the domestic cargo terminal tender at the same airport, which has 
a cargo traffic of 270K tons. Celebi has been operating in Mumbai since 2009, but 
currently provides only ground handling services through subsidiary Celebi Nas. We 
believe that the Indian authority will announce both tenders' outcomes 
simultaneously and that any positive outcome would be a catalyst for Celebi's share 
performance.  
 
The cargo volumes in India are huge; to illustrate, we would like to emphasize that 
the total cargo traffic in Turkey at 47 airports as a whole was 546K tons in 2011. 
Thus, thanks to operational synergies to be created with ground handling activities 
and credible sales volume at the airport, we are of the idea that the outcome of the 
tender should be closely followed. Under normal circumstances, the outcome is 
expected to be announced within one month, but we maintain a cautious stance 
about the timing, considering the abnormal circumstances in Celebi's Indian 
operations in the last few years. 
 

CENTRAL EUROPE INVESTMENT 
86. Controversies over shale gas are mounting in the Czech Republic 
OSW 
June 1, 2012 
 



On 25 May, a group of Czech senators from the areas where possible deposits of 
shale gas have been discovered announced that they had prepared a bill imposing a 
ban on the use of the hydraulic fracturing method in the Czech Republic. Several 
weeks earlier, a similar bill was announced by all the hejtmans (governors) of the 
Czech regions, led by Michal Hasek, hejtman of the South Moravian Region, member 
of parliament and deputy president of the opposition Czech Social Democratic Party 
(CSSD). An alternative solution has been put forward by the Ministry for the 
Environment, which wants a moratorium on the use of hydraulic fractioning to be 
imposed for approximately two years. In the opinion of the head of this ministry, 
Tomas Chalupa, this could allow the law to be adjusted to new conditions and the 
controversies linked to this extraction technology to be cleared up. 
 
Two licences for shale gas exploration have been granted in the Czech Republic to 
date - in the vicinity of Nachod and Trutnov close to the Polish border and in eastern 
Moravia. All exploration work has been halted due to the appeals procedures initiated 
by local governments. This April Chalupa decided to cancel the licences and 
reconsider the application for the licence concerning the Trutnov site. The decisions 
concerning the third licensed site located to the west of Prague has not been taken 
for procedural reasons. 
 
Commentary 
Controversies over shale gas extraction are not yet an essential topic in the national 
debate. However, this subject has given rise to strong emotions in the regions where 
shale gas extraction is possible. As regional elections combined with elections to the 
Senate (one third of the seats) scheduled for autumn this year are approaching, the 
shale gas topic is more and more likely to be turned into a political issue, and local 
governments are also becoming increasingly active. However, the axis of the dispute 
does not run along political divisions; the ban on hydraulic fracturing is supported by 
activists from the governing and the opposition parties alike, and not one local 
politician has dared to openly back shale gas extraction. 
 
The greatest controversies in the Czech debate over shale gas result from the fact 
that the licensed sites are partly located in protected areas, as a consequence of 
which the exploration of shale gas is opposed not only by local government 
representatives and ecological activists but also, for example, by geologists from the 
Czech Academy of Sciences and the managements of the national parks and 
protected landscape areas. The arguments which supporters of shale gas exploration 
are using are additionally weakened by the fact that so far there are no reliable 
estimates of the size of the shale gas deposits in the Czech Republic, and the 
prevalent opinion is that its possible output will be so low that it will have no major 
impact on the country's energy balance. 
 
It is quite unlikely that the Czech parliament will impose a total ban on hydraulic 
fracturing. In turn, it is very possible that the idea to introduce a moratorium on the 
use of this technology as put forward by the minister for the natural environment will 
be realised. The Czech government is at the moment very cautious about the shale 
gas issue, and is refraining from taking sides decisively. However, at the same time, 
Prague is interested in high-volume shale gas production in Poland, hoping that this 
will cause a reduction in gas prices. The controversies over shale gas in the Czech 
Republic are likely to be used by opponents of the hydraulic fracturing method at the 
EU forum. 
 
87. Czechs plan for 50% power contribution from nuclear expansion  



bne  
May 28, 2012 
 
The Czech Republic's nuclear drive aims to see the technology used to generate a full 
50% of the country's electricity output by 2030, according to local media.  Citing a 
report commissioned by the Ministry of Industry and Trade, daily Hospodarske 
Noviny reported that the target counts on the completion of two new reactors at the 
Temelin nuclear power station as well as one unit at the country's second plant: 
Dukovany. State-owned energy giant CEZ is currently fighting off criticism that the 
expansion projects for the pair make little economic sense and will see the company 
try lever huge amounts of support out of the government.   Despite the homegrown 
opposition to the current plans, the Czechs face significant resistance from 
neighbouring Germany, which decided to close down all its nuclear facilities following 
the Fukushima disaster in March 2011. However, Prague's nuclear programme 
remains the basis for the country's long-delayed update to its national energy 
strategy plan.   Under that plan, renewable energy sources - which have whipped up 
no little anger in the Czech Republic after a series of badly managed and costly 
support programmes - probably won't make up more than 15% of the country's 
power output, according to the report.  
 
88. Fight over unbundling of Eesti Gaas revs up  
bne  
June 1, 2012 
 
  Having apparently lost a similar fight in Lithuania earlier this week, Russian gas 
giant Gazprom looks to be pushing its partners in Eesti Gaas to oppose the proposed 
unbundling of Estonia's gas pipelines.  Major shareholders E.ON Ruhrgas 
International and Fortum hinted in the latest of a series of letters to the prime 
minister and economics minister last week that they may take legal action to prevent 
the gas monopoly spinning off the pipelines under the requirement's of the EU's 
Third Energy Package. E.ON owns 33.66% of the company, Fortum 17.72% and 
Gazprom 37.02%, reports ERR. 
  In the letter, the pair said they will leave open the possibility of protecting their 
rights, as a bill initiated by the coalition government was put to a second reading in 
parliament on May 30, reports Eesti Paevaleht. Earlier this month, the Economic 
Affairs Committee said it would prescribe a penalty payment, with a cap set at €1.2m 
per year, that will be enforced if the company does not meet its responsibility to sell 
the pipes by 2015.  
 
The government has said that separating Estonia's gas grid from the supplier is the 
first step to creating a private natural gas market based on EU market requirements. 
A motivating factor has been energy security and Estonia's dependence on sole gas 
supplier Gazprom. The European Commission has also expressed strong support for 
the Estonian government's initiative.  
 
However, shareholders insist that the move is a breach of property rights and 
investment protection agreements signed with partner countries. The shareholders 
have argued that compulsory sale can only be a last-resort tactic for securing a 
public interest and that Estonia's reputation as a foreign direct investment-friendly 
country could suffer.   
The shareholders have at least one ally in the Estonian government - the National 
Audit Office, which said in a letter to the Economic Affairs Committee last February 
that it is clear how compulsory sale would help achieve the government's goals of 



improving security, supply and competition. Instead, the National Audit Office 
warned that divestment could be more expensive than expected, resulting in higher 
prices for consumers without advancing competition.   Earlier this week, Lithuania 
announced it had secured Gazprom's agreement to an unbundling plan for its gas 
monopoly, Lietuvos duos, following a vicious fight last several months.  
89. Grigiskes AB has successfully implemented the first investment stage of 
2011-2013  
Press release 
May 28, 2012 
 
In November 2010 Grigiskes AB management decided to attract own capital for the 
investment of future projects, and it was decided to invest part of the attracted funds 
to the production of corrugated cardboard packaging. In the beginning of 2011, the 
company approved the construction project of corrugated cardboard manufacturing 
plant, and raised an ambitious goal - to implement the project within one year. A 
total of 20.5 million LTL (5.9 million EUR) was allocated to the project.  
 
The project was completed within the stipulated time, and a new factory building was 
built. The new corrugated board manufacturing unit and the new corrugated 
cardboard packaging production lines were equipped in the new department. They 
will produce a much broader range of packages and a variety of custom corrugated 
products. Before the beginning of 2012, using old equipment, Grigiskes AB could 
only produce up to 15 million sq. m of 4 mm thick ("C" type) corrugated cardboard 
and its products. However, since the second quarter of 2012, the new plant can 
produce 1.5 to 4 mm thick ("C", "B", "E" types) corrugated cardboard and it items. 
From now on, buyers are offered much wider range of products: not only standard 
boxes, but also packaging made by flat or rotary cutting of different thicknesses of 
corrugated cardboard with 4 colours of prints. "The new corrugated cardboard 
production unit can produce about 80 million sq. m of products per year," said 
Grigiskes AB General Director Gintautas Pangonis.  
 
"According to preliminary estimates, considering the adjustments of initial 
investment projects, the investment in this project amounted to about 20.5 million 
LTL (5.9 million EUR). This project strengthened our position in the corrugated 
cardboard market, and we also strive to create greater added value to our customers 
and better meet their needs. We hope that after starting the manufacture with new 
facilities, we will sell at least 1.5 times more packaging of products in 2012 than in 
the last year," G. Pangonis says.  
 
Grigiskes AB is the only company in Lithuania and in the Baltic countries, having a 
complete cycle of corrugated paperboard production in its group of companies - from 
the collection of raw materials (i.e., waste paper) to the manufacture of final 
products for consumers.  
 
90. Hungarian consumers demand healthier and more nutritious food says 
new report  
Press release 
May 30, 2012 
 
According to the report 'Hungarian Foodservice: The Future of Foodservice in 
Hungary to 2016' rising internet penetration has led to the development of various 
websites such as caboodle.hu, which provides names, reviews, and contact details of 



restaurants, bars, and nightclubs. Diners can select restaurants on the basis of 
cuisine type and location.  
 
Hungarian consumers are demanding healthy and nutritious food due to increasing 
health awareness among the population. This has pressured the foodservice 
operators into including healthy food products such as salads, vegetables, and fruit 
in the menu Due to the increasing number of vegetarians and health conscious 
consumers inHungary, foodservice operators have started including vegetarian, 
organic, and gluten-free food items in their menus.  
 
More and more Hungarian consumers are opening up to experience the flavours of 
international cuisines. Italian, Chinese, and Greek cuisines are the most favoured 
among Hungarians. These are followed by Mexican, French, and Indian cuisines.  
 
91. PGNiG to spend PLN50bn as it pushes Poland's energy independence  
bne  
May 28, 2012 
 
  Charged with leading the country's rush to develop its shale gas reserves, Polish 
gas monopoly PGNiG reiterated its massive investment plans for the coming decade, 
forecasting capex of PLN50bn (€11.5bn) over the next decade.  Speaking at a 
conference in Sopot on May 25, PGNiG's deputy CEO, Slawomir Hinc, announced that 
55% of the figure is set for the upstream segment, with the remainder going to 
"other areas", according to The Warsaw Voice. "Our group intends to spend some 
PLN50bn in this decade," Hinc said.   Shorter term, PGNiG plans to spend PLN5bn in 
2012. Although the official recently said specifics on this year's investment plan 
capex will be updated within the next couple of months, the headline figure is not 
expected to change significantly. The company confirmed on May 23 that it is 
planning to raise PLN4.5bn over the next five years via 10-year bonds. The first 
tranche of PLN2bn is planned by the end of June.  State-controlled PGNiG is leading 
Poland's push to secure greater energy independence. On top of leading the hunt for 
unconventional gas at the head of a consortium of its peers - such as copper miner 
KGHM and oil refiner PKN Orlen - it is also responsible for building the country's first 
nuclear power plant by 2020, as well as developing more conventional energy 
projects. Earlier, reports Bloomberg, the company announce it plans to spend 
PLN27bn by 2015, focusing on gas exploration, investment in the power sector, gas 
distribution and storage.  
92. PKN Orlen still unsure on power plant investment  
bne  
May31, 2012   
 
Struggling to keep up with a heavy debt load and rising crude prices, as well as 
demands to invest heavily in Poland's shale gas push, state-controlled oil refiner PKN 
Orlen remains unsure about plans to enter the power generation segment, its CEO 
said at the company's AGM on May 30.  Slawomir Jedrzejczyk told the meeting that 
PKN will will decide by the end of the second quarter whether to go ahead with its 
planned power plant investment, reports Dow Jones. The company is currently in the 
advanced stages of picking a contractor for the gas-fired plant, to be located in 
Wloclawek int he north of the country, and the selection is expected within weeks, he 
told reporters on the sidelines of a general meeting.  In deciding whether to continue 
the project, PKN Orlen will consider the prices of natural gas, electricity, and carbon-
dioxide emissions, Jedrzejczyk said. He added that petrochemical margins at PKN 
Orlen have edged down since April.  



93. Slovak social partners approve third energy package bills 
bne 
May 31, 2012 
 
Slovakia's tripartite committee has recommended the cabinet approve amendments 
to Slovakia's energy laws that will transpose the EU's third energy liberalisation 
package into legislation. Representatives of trade unions and employers both gave 
support to the draft law. 
 
Slovakia put the measures to the committee - made up of representatives of 
employers, trade unions and the government - despite having been issued a final 
warning by Brussels over its failure to implement the demands of the Third Energy 
Package.  
 
"We organised roundtables with the companies concerned. Of course, full and ideal 
agreement has not been reached as there are various perceptions of these bills by 
producers, distributors and consumers," said Economy Minister Tomas Malatinsky, 
according to Sita. 
 
The tripartite group also discussed a draft amendment to the Commercial Code that 
is in its second reading in parliament that requires proposals for price increases by 
energy companies to be approved by shareholders at general meetings and not only 
by their boards of directors. The employer representatives were able to convince the 
tripartite group to allow the shareholders to delegate the power to approve price 
proposals back to the board of directors. 
 
Rules included in the EU's Third Energy Package are primarily meant to further 
liberalise gas and electricity markets, improve consumer rights and increase the 
powers and independence of regulators. After implementation of the Third Energy 
Package, consumers should be able to switch electricity or gas suppliers within three 
weeks without cost. 
 
The adoption of the law will entitle consumers of electricity and natural gas to 
withdraw from a supply contract within seven days of concluding it, a special period 
provided to consumers to decide about their energy supplier. The draft bill offers a 
new definition of what are called vulnerable energy consumers. The amendment also 
provides new unbundling alternatives, i.e., the separation of production and suppliers 
from the operation of the transmission or transport grids in the form of full 
ownership unbundling. 
 
94. Slovakia seeks €100m from special tax on utilities  
bne 
May 30, 2012 
 
  Details of the Slovak government's fiscal consolidation plans continue to leak 
slowly. On May 29, Prime Minister Robert Fico officially announced that utilities in 
regulated sectors will face a special tax. 
 
The PM said the tax will be applied in 2012 and 2013 to firms in the energy and 
communications sectors (including postal services) - all of which have heavy foreign 
ownership. The tax will be set at 4.2% of annual profit, reports Reuters, on top of 
regular corporate tax, which is also set to rise from 19% to 23%.  



The tax aims to raise €100m for the budget, said Fico. In a drive to find budgetary 
measures of €1.2bn this year, the recently-appointed government has already 
announced a special tax for the banking sector and a plan to divert payments 
currently going into private pension funds to state coffers. 
95. Slovakia wants "at least €300m" from Brussels for decommissioning  
bne  
May 30, 2012 
 
Slovakia is pushing the European Commission for "at least €300m" to help 
decommission the country's old nuclear reactors, but Brussels refuses to go above 
€115m, Sita reports.  Bratislava is chasing the extra funds to help it shut down the 
two units of the V1 plant at Bohunice nuclear power plant in Jaslovske Bohunice, in 
the west of the country. The Soviet-designed reactors were shut down at the end of 
2006 and 2008, respectively, in compliance with the terms of Slovakia's entry into 
the EU. Two further units at the V2 plat next door are still operated by Slovenske 
Elektrarne.   Emerging from a meeting with his EU peers on May 29, Slovak Foreign 
Minister Miroslav Lajcak said that currently, Brussels is only willing to contribute 
€115m. "We have quantified and submitted to the European Commission our 
calculation of costs that added up to about €425m, and therefore we wish to point 
out that the difference is very wide and we would very much appreciate if we 
received at least €300m," Lajcák told reporters.  
 
In November, the EC proposed to allocate more than €100m to the decommissioning 
process to 2017. In addition to Slovakia, Bulgaria and Lithuania will also share 
money from a total proposed package of €500m to decommission their Soviet-
designed nuclear reactors.  
  In partnership with the Slovak Nuclear and Decommissioning Company (JAVYS), 
Czech energy giant CEZ is pencilled in to build a new plant at Jaslovske Bohunice as 
part of its ambitious nuclear programme, which includes expansion of the Temelin 
and Dukovany plants at home. 
 
96. TeliaSonera opens IT Development Center in Estonia  
Press release 
May 30, 2012 
 
TeliaSonera is creating a new IT development center in Tallinn, Estonia. The center´s 
main focus will be on increasing customers' experience in shops, customer services 
and web interfaces - with leading IT solutions.  
 
"Our new IT Development Center is all about improving our customers' experience in 
all touch points based on state of the art ways of meeting each and every customer 
with leading IT solutions. Our goal is to always give our customers a world class 
service experience," says Claes Nycander, CTO and SVP Mobility Services, 
TeliaSonera.  
 
The center opens May 30. Twenty employees are already on board, and another 20-
30 people will be recruited. Creating the center is an important step for TeliaSonera 
and business area Mobility Services' multi market operation strategy in the Nordic 
and Baltic countries. Besides providing world class customer experience, the center 
will also increase efficiency.  
 
97. VIG reportedly plans Hungarian expansion 



bne 
May 31, 2012 
 
Hungary's continued rough handling of foreign investors isn't putting everyone off. 
Vienna Insurance Group is planning to expand in the country in a bid to boost profit, 
its outgoing CEO said in an interview published on May 30, reports Reuters. 
 
"Our focus at the moment is on Hungary. We got in there too late," News magazine 
quoted Guenter Geyer as saying in an interview. He did not elaborate on VIG's 
expansion plans. 
 
Peter Hagen, the insurance group's new CEO, said it would be a "great challenge" to 
keep boosting the group's earnings, but Geyer was more upbeat."I already know 
now that Peter Hagen will deliver the best results of all time at the end of the year. 
We are programmed this way," he said, citing growth potential from its markets in 
emerging Europe. 
 
Earlier this month, VIG said strong business in emerging European markets helped 
first-quarter pretax profit rise 6% to €151.4m.  
 
 


